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Start of Request for Information 

This is Frredom of Information request for a copy of the 2007 draft 
Central St leonards Conservation Area Appraisal referred to in the 
Committee Report for HS/OA/08/00121 (the previous outline application for 1-
3 Chapel Park Rd), in the following extract: 

Conservation and Design Manager - the existing properties have been 
identified in the draft Central St. Leonards Conservation Area Appraisal as 
being of townscape merit, along with the opposing pair of properties at 6 & 7 
Ellenslea Road. This recommends inclusion in the Conservation Area of the 
properties, but has yet to be considered by the Council.

The properties make a significant and positive contribution to the Kings Road 
Conservation Area, which includes the whole of the area to the west and the 
topographic bowl in which Warrior Square Station sits. The loss of these 
properties would be of considerable adverse impact irrespective of what is put 
in their place.

This is an urgent matter as a new application for the redevelopment of this 
site has been submitted. I would be very grateful for a response as soon as 
possible

This information is held 

Please see attached document, please note that this has never been formally 
adopted and is only an internal working document.

 
 
End of Request for Information 
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St Leonards on Sea Conservation Area


Introduction


This character appraisal and review of boundaries of the ten conservation areas of St Leonards on Sea was commissioned by Hastings Borough Council in January 2007. It follows the advice recommended in the English Heritage publication Guidance on conservation area appraisals.

The aim of this appraisal is to increase awareness of the special character of the area and to assist in the management of change, ensuring that the character and appearance of the area is enhanced and not harmed. The introductory sections set out the planning policy framework and briefly summarise the location, setting and history of the town. 


All ten conservation areas are linked one to the other and have grown up over time as the history and evolution of the town became better understood and attitudes to what was special in a local context were refined. This appraisal treats all existing conservation areas as one single entity divided into four character zones the boundaries of which often coincide with the existing conservation area boundaries. These character zones are in turn sub-divided where particular groups of streets share common characteristics. At the same time the boundaries of the area have been reviewed and some modifications proposed. The character zones are Burton St Leonards (sub-divided into three sub zones), West St Leonards, East St Leonards (sub-divided into three sub zones) and North St Leonards. The recommendation is that the existing ten conservation areas be re-designated, with the recommended boundary changes, as a single St Leonards Conservation Area.


Within each character zone there is assessment of the built form, topography, spaces and views, activities and uses, architecture, detail and materials and the public realm, the aim being to draw out what it is about these aspects which make the area special. The statutory listed buildings are identified, as are the unlisted buildings considered to be of townscape merit, with a brief indication of what it is about such buildings that is important.


The information contained in this appraisal was collected during January to March 2007 and is believed to be correct at the time of compilation. Despite the size and complexity of the area, every attempt has been made to highlight the features which are particularly significant. However, the omission of any feature from the text or maps should not be regarded as an indication that they are necessarily without significance or importance in conservation or planning terms. 


Planning Policy Framework


Under Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 Local Planning Authorities have a duty to designate as conservation areas any ‘areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’. Conservation areas vary in size and character but it is the quality and character of the townscape ensemble rather than individual buildings that is important. The ‘distinctiveness’ of the ‘familiar and cherished local scene’ is formed by the inter-relationship of many elements; of topography, the layout of roads and plots, the buildings, the materials, public and private spaces, the greenery of gardens, parks and street trees and the uses in an area that are important to the rich mix which combine to make the area special and unique.


Within a conservation area the Local Planning Authority has greater control over demolition, minor development, works to trees and display of advertisements. The aim in exercising these controls is to ensure that what makes the area special is not harmed by proposed changes. Local Authorities also have a duty to review their area from time to time and, after public consultation, to amend or designate further areas if considered appropriate. 


Local Planning Authorities must support designation with a clear statement as to what they consider makes an area special and must formulate and publish proposals for the preservation and enhancement of these areas, and to pay special attention to the character or appearance of conservation areas in exercising their wider planning powers. Other Local Authority activity can impact on the character or appearance of conservation areas, for example the exercise of powers under the Building Acts or Environmental Health Acts, but the regulations and guidance that accompany such legislation almost always allows scope for creative solutions which achieve the objectives of the relevant legislation without harming the character of the conservation area.


Designation also raises awareness of an area’s special attributes and will often foster local pride in the locality. New development and change can take place in conservation areas but should be such that that the character and appearance of the area is not harmed. Such change or development should be of a high standard of design, detailing and materials.


Planning policy guidance note 15 (PPG15) sets out government policy for the historic environment, which informs policies in the Hastings Borough Local Plan. 


Paragraph 4.27 of Government Planning Policy Guidance 15 (PPG15) states that ‘the general presumption should be in favour of retaining buildings which make a positive contribution to an area. The Secretary of State expects that demolition should be judged against the same broad criteria as the demolition of listed buildings’. All of the buildings identified as being of townscape merit are considered to make a positive contribution to the character or appearance of the area and demolition will be resisted unless the PPG15 criteria are met.


HBC policy to be summarised.


A Brief Description of the Area


St Leonards was developed from the 1820s onwards as a new town developed on the seaward facing slopes to the West of Hastings. It was always intended to be a residential seaside town, which is largely what it has remained. In the second half of the 19th Century a town centre emerged on the London Road and extensive suburbs were built on the hills running inland, the higher ground generally reserved for the finer housing, such that by 1914 the town had expanded to cover all of the area now designated as conservation area and indeed beyond. 


Location and Setting

The land which James Burton chose for his new town slopes steeply south to the sea with a steep-sided valley in the centre where St Leonards Gardens were sited. Further east Warrior Square was later laid out in the next valley, whilst Bulverhythe to the west marks the next valley beyond the town. This topography has formed St Leonards into a town of steep streets and often surprisingly dramatic views and changes of level. The central valley is tighter and more intimate in character whilst the valley running inland from Warrior Square affords broad and impressive views across the rich and varied townscape. Views to the sea are never far to find.


Building Materials


The green sandstone quarried on site provided a useful and distinctive material for much of the early building and later for boundary and retaining walls. Stucco was used from the start as the smart fashionable (but cheaper) alternative to ashlar (fine stone blocks). Only towards the end of the Victorian period did stucco give way to brick and tile as the predominant material for walls, as much a response to fashion as to the availability of materials. Roofing traditionally was predominantly Welsh slate. Clay tiles enjoyed a vogue from the late Victorian period. Timber was generally used for windows, doors and decorative features.


Historic Development


Burton’s New Town


The vision shared by James and Decimus Burton resulted in the creation in the 1830s of St Leonards on Sea, described as the last great Regency seaside resort. Before then the area was largely uninhabited. Sixty years later it had been annexed by its neighbour to form the County Borough of Hastings. 


Before construction of the “New Town” started in the 1820s, the area comprised a wooded valley running South down to the sea, rising to the east and west. In the medieval period St Leonards had two churches. The churchyard of the parish church of St Leonard’s is thought to have stood where the former Wesleyan chapel in Norman Road stands now. The site of the original St Margaret’s Church was found in the 19th Century behind 50 Eversfield Place. 


James Burton (1761-1837) established St Leonards as a speculative venture after a successful career as a builder in London. His son, Decimus (1800-1881) was an architect who designed much of the town’s buildings. Charles Eversfield, who died in 1818, owned the land, and the trustees of his estate were empowered to sell for development. The James Burton aimed to exploit a fashion for the seaside and to create a town that would appeal to the wealthy. 


The foundation stone for what became the Royal Victoria Hotel was laid on March 10th 1828 and the town was ready to receive visitors by March 1830. Two years later the St Leonards Improvement Act provided the necessary legislation to put the town on a municipal footing. Commissioners were appointed to oversee the running of the town and continued to do so until St Leonards merged with Hastings in 1885. 


Plan of St Leonards in 1846 from Baxter document


James Burton exploited the topography of the area as much as possible. St Leonards Gardens, originally a quarry; became a subscription garden modelled on London’s St Regent’s Park. Around this garden Burton developed large villas in picturesque fashion to complement the more formal terraced development of the seafront. 


Illustration The Subscription Garden from Baxter P7


There was a clear social hierarchy in the urban layout with a service area to the east hidden from the seafront and from the gardens, including Lavatoria, a service street and Mercatoria, the shopping area.


After the Burtons


James Burton died in 1837 and the development of his town continued under the auspices of his son, Decimus, who retired in 1869. The last Decimus Burton-designed buildings were those of The Lawn of around 1860.


Illustration OS map 1873


A temporary railway station had been erected West of the town in 1836. The tunnels eventually provided the link through to Hastings and the station at Warrior Square (originally named Gensing Station) opened in 1851. The arrival of the railway made St Leonards far more accessible for visitors. The seafront was developed with a linear frontage from West Marina Gardens to the Hastings boundary with the single exception of Warrior Square laid out in the 1850s. 


To cater for the town’s religious needs a series of churches were provided in the mid to late 19th Century. In the 1860s to 1880s considerable residential expansion took place, generally with Italianate stucco villas and terraces. From the 1890s the fashion changed and red brick became the more popular material with wide stylistic variations culminating in the highly original architecture exemplified by the houses on Pevensey Road, the work of local architect, Philip Tree. 


A pier was opened in 1891 but was demolished in 1951. 


Illustration OS map 1908


St Leonards after 1918


The major 20th Century contribution to St Leonards on Sea is Marine Court, often likened to an ocean liner, 1935-38 by Dalgleish and Pullen in a version of the international style. Rising to fourteen stories it is an imposing landmark building visible from many parts of the town but it has fundamentally changed the character of the area. Associated with this development the upper and lower concrete promenade, designed by the Borough Engineer and Surveyor, Sidney Little, runs almost uninterrupted from Hastings Pier to the Royal Victoria Hotel. It is on two levels with ‘Bottle Alley’ featuring coloured glass set into its back wall. Below sections of the upper promenade is a car park with an impressive run of concrete arches and a spiral ramp entrance. West of Grosvenor Gardens an open air swimming pool or lido, with seating for 2,500, opened in 1933. It closed in 1986 and no trace remains.


Bomb damage during the Second World War is evidence from unsympathetic post war rebuilding, notably in Warrior Square and along parts of the seafront. 


Character & Townscape 


Character Zone 1 – Burton St Leonards


Sub zone a – Marina west to St Leonards Church, East and West Ascent


Sub zone b – Quarry Hill, Maze Hill, No.1 Upper Maze Hill, Stanhope Place, The Lawn, Archery Road, West Hill Road to Boscobel Road


Sub zone c – Alfred Street, Gensing Road (south of Alfred Street), Market Passage, Market Street, Market Terrace, Mercatoria, Mount Pleasant, Norman Road, North Street, Shepherd Street, Undercliff Terrace, Union Street and Valentine’s Passage

Sub zone a – Marina west to St Leonards Church, East and West Ascent, Mews Road, Harold Mews


This section of Marina essentially includes all of the seafront development completed by James and Decimus Burton between 1828 and the early 1840s, mostly uniform four storey flat-fronted stucco terraces facing the sea and built hard up against the rising ground behind. The 20th century has not treated the area kindly, although some of the development, e.g. Marine Court, whilst an unsympathetic neighbour to the Burtons’ development is a notable example of its own epoch. East and West Ascent continue the formal town planning with regimented terraces, whilst Mews Road and Harold Mews represent the service areas. Despite the not always harmonious 20th century overlay the Burton development remains legible and is of high quality.


Illustration aerial view 1834 from Baxter p8


Built Form & Topography


The important aspect of the built form of Burton’s seafront is the discipline, order and regularity of the terrace blocks, of a uniform height, number and hierarchy of storeys. Notable exceptions are the Royal Victoria Hotel, which forms a centrepiece, St Leonards Church and Burton’s own house, No.57, which stands on its own. What this building lacks in scale is compensated for by the architectural expression. The form is strongly urban, with all buildings rising directly from the pavement without private front areas or gardens. The same principles apply to the lower status housing behind, in East and West Ascent, whilst the service areas of Mews Road and Harold Mews form dense development of low scale mews character.


Marine Court must be considered as a separate character area. It is an immense development of a completely different scale and character to the Burton development. For the integrity of the Burton new town one must regret that it was built but it is a bold and distinguished example of its time, pointing to a different future, a future where the Burtons’ buildings would be swept away, an arrogance and self-confidence that has not stood the test of time. The same spirit saw the building of Embassy Court in Brighton juxtaposed with the Regency terraces by Charles Busby. Nevertheless, after seventy years, Marine Court has become an established part of the Marina seafront and stands as a monument to the spirit, vision and outlook of the 1930s.


Spaces & Views


The development of Marina is built into the hillside and is essentially single aspect, towards the sea. The best view would be from the sea looking back at the long parade of buildings with the hills rising behind. In the 19th century boat trips would be made expressly for the purpose of viewing such impressive development. More regularly obtained are long oblique views, impressing in the sheer length of repeated terrace elements. Marine Court exploits its position at a point where the natural direction of the seafront changes and the great ships prow of its curved eastern end looms up in views from further east.


The slope of East Ascent and West Ascent give striking oblique views, whilst at the junction of East Ascent and Mercatoria there are long views to the rear of the Marina development and a view out to the sea across the open space south eastward.


Open spaces are confined to the ‘prom’ and the modest green spaces in front of St Leonards Church and Nos.9-14 Marina.


Activities & Uses


The majority of the terraces are in residential or hotel/guest house use. Ground floor commercial uses are confined to Marine Court and the two colonnaded terraces, though the latter did not originally contain shops. The colonnades were rather designed to give protection to the parlours of the grand houses whose entrances were on the more sheltered north side, an unusual arrangement. Mews Road and Harold Mews have a more commercial character appropriate to the former stabling uses.


Architecture, Detail and Materials


The Burtons’ concept was for a grand composition with the hotel in the centre, a bathhouse in front, and villas set back and terminating the short views up the side streets either side of the hotel and grand colonnaded terraces to either side. Granville, writing in 1841, commented ‘We should look in vain on any other coast in England for such a range of buildings as those he [Burton] has raised below St Leonards Cliff; of a superior order, though not so ornamented as some of his previous structures. None but the unrivalled crescents of Bath and Bristol is superior to the Marina of St Leonards’. (Spas of England and Principal Sea-Bathing Places A.B. Granville, 1841).


The baths have gone, the west villas have been drastically remodelled and much of the architectural quality has been eroded but the overall concept can still be appreciated. The Royal Victoria Hotel stands alone, according to Granville ‘with the appearance of a nobleman’s mansion’, a palatial and cheerful Classical building with an overlay of alterations made in 1903. The terraces to either side have giant pilasters, at one end attached Ionic half-columns and a continuous Tuscan arcade over the pavement. Nos.1-2 East Ascent are given grand architectural treatment to appear as a single building to be viewed from the prom. To the east plainer but well proportioned double-fronted houses with porches and round-arched windows step up the hillside. Beyond Mews Road, after a more varied interlude, Nos.13-24 is a more uniform terrace of late Georgian character.


To the east of this development Marine Court intrudes with the emphatic concrete bands of the balconies. Its design is said to have been inspired by seeing the Queen Mary in dock in Scotland. The strongly horizontal emphasis of these balconies is contrasted with the original two-storey restaurant at the eastern end and the tall narrow proportion of the block when viewed end on.


Nos.1-21 Marina return to the order and discipline of Burton though to a much simpler late Georgian character. To the west, Greeba Court is an insensitive Post-War redevelopment which breaks the rhythm and proportions of the fenestration as well breaking above the uniform parapet line. No.57 was James Burton’s own house, the first to be completed, in 1828. It stands alone and is only two storeys, treated as a Classical pavilion with an upper colonnade of paired fluted Ionic columns. West of Burton’s house St Leonards Church was set back from the street and flanked by matching and symmetrical four-storey terraces. These have been drastically altered and rebuilt at the ends facing the church such that the dignity of the original concept could not be retrieved without complete rebuilding. The original church was destroyed in World War Two and has been replaced with a good late Gothic design by Adrian Gilbert Scott.


What is important to the character of Mews Road and Harold Mews is the informality, the lack of ‘polite’ Architecture and the low scale.


Stucco, mostly painted, is the almost universal material. Brick is used for St Leonards Church and as a contrasting material at Marine Court. Its use at Victoria Court is inappropriate as this building forms the end of a stucco terrace. Roofs are generally hidden from view though chimneys and chimney pots punctuate the skyline. Where roofs are visible, e.g. the Royal Victoria Hotel they are covered with Welsh slate unless replaced with unsympathetic concrete tiles. The church, as a public building, is different and its roof is covered with Roman tiles.


There is some variation in paint colour but the differences are fairly subtle. It is preferable that a consistent colour should be used throughout, or at least within individual terraces.


Public Realm


The 1930s seafront upper and lower promenade runs the length of this part of the seafront but is not visually significant at the upper level. There is nothing very positive about the upper level and a surface car park west of the Royal Victoria Hotel is unattractive, with scruffy height restriction arches directly in front of St Leonards Church. The two green spaces, in front of St Clements Place and St Leonards Church are poorly presented. Some granite curbs remain.


Listed Buildings


Most of the buildings fronting Marina are listed, as they are part of the original Burton development. Similarly the Royal Victoria Hotel and the Masonic Hall, the focus of Burton’s sea front development are listed. Marine Court is listed.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


Marina


Nos.9-21. Two terraces, one set back behind a green space and car park entrance at the eastern end of Undercliff. Nos.9-14 consist of six 3-bay houses with a simple regular grid of windows. Nos.12 & 13 have been raised an extra storey and combined as a single building. There are inappropriate over large roof extensions at Nos.10 & 14. A balustraded parapet wall encloses the front areas. Nos.15-21 are set forward, with front areas, on Marina. Four storeys, the top storey above a cornice. The roofs are set behind a parapet and not generally visible, though the chimneystacks and pots create the skyline. Return elevations clearly visible at both ends.


Nos.59-62 form part of the original Burton development but have been much altered. Nonetheless the four-storey flat-fronted stucco terrace is of appropriate form and scale.


Sub zone b – Quarry Hill, Maze Hill, No.1 Upper Maze Hill, Stanhope Place, The Lawn, West Hill Road to Boscobel Road, The Mount, Highland Gardens, Archery Road


The area immediately north of Marina is part of the original concept by James Burton for his new town, centred on the subscription gardens opened in 1831. Most of the streets were laid out and developed by the early 1840s, with only a small amount of additional later development.


Built Form & Topography

The inner part of James Burton’s concept for his new town makes use of a redundant quarry to create a subscription garden (taken over by the Corporation and becoming a public garden in 1880) and an informal layout of meandering streets all laid out to the fashionable Picturesque principles of the time. The quarry and the steep contours of the hinterland behind the seafront were of major benefit in creating the desired effect. Apart from the continuation of the formal axial layout immediately behind the hotel all is loosely and irregularly grouped. It is noticeable on a map of St Leonards that few roads in this area follow straight lines and the effect on the townscape is quite unlike any other part of the town. An archery ground was set out to the west, archery being a popular past time, especially for women, in the early 19th century. A curving lane, Archery Road surrounds this and development around this is all set out in an irregular and picturesque manner with topography and landscape always important. The informal, almost rural character of the narrow widening roads, often without pavements and a minimum of signs and lighting columns, is important.


Buildings are mostly individual or paired houses, with just a few terraces and everywhere the visual emphasis is on buildings within a landscape in which the built environment never dominates.


Spaces & Views


More than any other part of the St Leonards on Sea conservation area it is open spaces, landscape and green that dominate here. The effect is to create the illusion of buildings in the countryside. The dramatic topography ensures that unexpected views are frequent, whether looking downhill from the area around North Lodge, looking uphill from the South Lodge or more confined local views throughout the area. What is crucial (and this is shockingly demonstrated by 20th century developments such as Quarry House and the college) is that buildings should be sequestered in the landscape, a secret and closed-in landscape.


Activities & Uses


The overall character of the area remains that of a residential suburb with the only significant departure from this being the college campus, the scale of which is not compatible with the historic character of the area. The gardens are a public park and bring a small bit of the countryside into the town.


Architecture, Detail and Materials


The architecture of this area is of the highest quality, demonstrating the creativity and variety of the Picturesque movement in architecture espoused by writers such as the influential J.C. Loudan (1783-1844). Granville called it ‘a little paradise’. The best examples of the early phase are the Tudor Gothic North Lodge and Clock House, and the Italianate Baston Lodge (No.1 Upper Maze Hill). At the south end the South Lodge and Masonic Hall, by contrast, relate to the grand Classical architecture of the seafront. On Maze Hill and around the garden, and also in West Hill Road are a number of less overtly Gothic houses, stucco and more Tudorbethan in style. 


To the east of the area there are several more formal terraces and paired villas, in Maze Hill Terrace, The Lawn and Stanhope Place, a transition from the more rural character to the west and the more urban development further east. The Uplands is a sequence of three paired villas in Classical style but set back on a private road with planting. On the other side of the valley The Mount is a later development of the 1860s where the Classical style has given way to a lighter Italianate. More stucco Italianate villas can be see on West Hill Road and Archery Road.


The picturesque tradition was continued in some of the later building in the area, most notably in the Scottish Baronial group of houses on Highland Gardens with turrets and crow-stepped gables, as if transposed from an Edinburgh suburb and the appropriately named Highlands Inn on Boscobel Road. Scattered through the area are a few ‘Olde English’ Home Counties vernacular-style houses, most notably, Bannow (now Hazelton), of 1977-9 by the celebrated architect Richard Norman Shaw, at the corner of Archery Road and Quarry Hill.


There is a surprising variety of materials in this area, contributing to the overall picturesque quality. Generally the materials used for walling depends on the architectural style. Thus Classical and Italianate style buildings are in painted stucco, Tudorbethan-style houses are also finished in stucco but the more Tudor Gothic examples employ local sandstone. The Scottish Baronial houses are obviously in sandstone, whilst the Olde English style houses use brick, tile hanging and half timbering. There are of course exceptions to the rule such as the Italianate No.1 Upper Maze Hill and the houses at The Lawn which are finished in stone.


Roofing material is generally Welsh slate on earlier buildings and red clay tile on late 19th century buildings.


Public Realm


The main public space is the St Leonards Garden, a Registered Park, laid out on Picturesque lines. Owing to the changes in level there are many sandstone retaining walls which contribute to a sense of enclosure to the quasi rural lanes, for example on Quarry Hill. This rural lane character is accentuated by the narrowness of the roads with narrow pavements or, in some instances, no pavements at all along parts of Archery Road, Quarry Hill and Maze Hill, and it is desirable to keep to a minimum the urban paraphernalia of pavements, street lighting and signs. A number of older style swan neck lamp standards remain.


Listed Buildings


As the historic core of Burton’s St Leonards sub zone a has the highest concentration of listed buildings. These include many of the buildings by or believed to be by James or Decimus Burton, along the seafront, on East and West Ascent and in the streets around the subscription gardens, a Registered Park. Also the later phase of smart residential development represented by Nos.3-6 Highland Gardens.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


Archery Road


Mount Cottage. Shown on the 1875 Ordnance Survey map. An asymmetrical house with a gable and two gabled roof dormers towards the street, together with a gabled porch. Boundary wall giving enclosure but breached for vehicle access.


Sandstone retaining wall to Highland Gardens. One of many sandstone walls in the area but this one a substantial structure in its own right and appropriate to the context of the Scottish Baronial-style buildings.


Harold Mews


The low scale, unpretentious and non-architectural character and the mixed use are important to the mews character.


East Ascent


Nos.6-12 (consec). Mostly two-storey terrace with stucco façade. All are shown on a map of 1855 and are probably part of the original Burton development though altered or rebuilt later in the 19th century. They form part of the continuity of the terrace on East Ascent, the remainder of which is listed. The shaped gables and canted bay window give variety to an otherwise fairly uniform terrace group.


Maze Hill


No.7. 1900 by Philip Tree. Although quite different form the Burton-style houses this house continues the picturesque tradition and reflects the later 19th century move away from regularity and stucco to variety and ‘black and white’, tile hanging and red brick, of which there are a number of examples in the area.


Illustration from The Building News 1st Feb 1901


Mews Road. 


The low scale, unpretentious and non-architectural character and the mixed use are important to the mews character.


The Mount


Nos.7-11 (consec). Four stucco villas on the south side of The Mount shown on the 1875 Ordnance Survey map but probably a little later than the listed houses on the north side attributed to Decimus Burton.


Quarry Hill


Quarry Lodge. A rectangular stucco building with canted bays, prominently visible from St Leonards Gardens. It was built as a rectory and appears on a map of 1855 so may be a Burton designed building with later alterations. An outbuilding towards the road is viewed appropriately as a subservient and related building.


Hastings College, building fronting Quarry Hill towards the junction with Archery Road. Shown on the 1875 Ordnance Survey map as St Leonards School. Nicely stepped up the hill with pilasters dividing each bay and a bold cornice and balustraded parapet.


Quarry Hill and Gables. A group of three Edwardian houses, shown on the 1910 Ordnance Survey map. Red brick with timber-framed gables, originally all ‘black and white’ and part of the late 19th century picturesque design approach, each subtly different from its neighbour.


West Ascent


Nos. 1-3 (consec). An irregular group and much altered, but part of the original Burton development and of appropriate form and scale and use of materials.


West Hill Road


1a. A house of circa 1900 of red brick, tile hanging, stone and ‘black & white’ gable. Typical of the picturesque design approach to new buildings in the area at this date.


Nos.13-17 (odd). A three-storey stucco terrace, the front areas enclosed by cast iron railings. Probably dating from the 1860s and part of a terrace that originally extended further east.


Nos.17a-53 (odd). An irregular group of stucco paired houses and terraces, all shown on the 1875 Ordnance Survey map. Nos.29-35 are the most architecturally distinguished, of four bays with the centre part brought forward under a pedimented gable. These and others have architectural embellishments such as rustication, pedimented window surrounds and bracketed eaves. Front areas generally enclosed by cast iron railings.


Nos.26-40 (even). A stucco terrace, set back from the road and shown on the 1875 Ordnance Survey map. Treated in groups, with the usual Italianate detailing. No.40 has been extended to the west with an inappropriate mansard roof.


Sub zone c – Alfred Street, Gensing Road (south of Alfred Street), Market Passage, Market Street, Market Terrace, Mercatoria, Mount Pleasant, Norman Road, North Street, Shepherd Street, Undercliff Terrace, Union Street and Valentine’s Passage.


Built Form and Topography


These streets, a rectilinear grid, are amongst the densest of central St Leonards, though development is of only two storeys in most streets and three storeys on others, e.g. Norman Road and Mercatoria. This grid is important as incorporating James Burton’s original development for the service area to his new town, tucked away behind the seafront and at a higher level, apart from the narrow alleys and terraces squeezed in on the cliff itself. The western end of Norman Road was called Lavatoria Square and Nos.79-93 are original cottages set back with an area in front for drying the washing taken in from the grand houses in the town. At the east end of the square the diagonal line of a former boundary is retained in the layout of buildings. Development at the south west corner started in the 1830s and was quickly developed north to Alfred Street and east to London Road. 


The character of the area is of dense narrow streets with facades to the pavement edge a generally consistent parapet line. What is important is not individual buildings or architectural expression but the simplicity and consistency giving an homogenous urban grain. The strong sense of enclosure is enormously important, as is the lack of green, which is confined to the private gardens not visible from the street. There are several narrow passages or alleys in the area, e.g. Market Passage, Valentines Passage, Mount Pleasant, Undercliff Terrace, Market Terrace and the steps from Alfred Street to London Road, all of which are an essential part of the dense and intimate character of the area. These are often neglected and poorly used but offer potential for greater use. Market Street is dramatically enclosed with the rear of the tall seafront buildings on one side and the steeply rising cliff with buildings perched on it on the other.


Spaces and Views

Views down the straight streets can be quite dramatic because of the proportions and the relative uniformity. 


The slope of Norman Road, where even the former Methodist Church follows the rigid urban grain, provides an enticing glimpse of green of the distant Warrior Square and slopes beyond. The roads have an almost claustrophobic sense of enclosure, a form of 19th century townscape now relatively rare as such modest housing has often been swept away in well-meant 20th century clearance programmes. Unexpected is the dramatic flight of steps and vertiginous view from Alfred Street to London Road. Today the intimate character of these streets, with simple but well-designed terraces, can be appreciated and celebrated.


Activities and Uses


Norman Road has a commercial character of small shops, respecting the widths of individual buildings, some with good period shopfronts, particularly on the south side, where Nos.66-68 and 74 are listed. Although by no means consistent, Norman Road is also characterised by canted bay windows and decorative ironwork.


The southern part of Gensing Road has two-storey cottages, generally all still in residential use. Here and in the streets between Norman and Gensing Roads the character is a more uniformly residential one, with modest two-storey terraces. 


Architecture, Detail & Materials


Stucco is the predominant material throughout but many of the early buildings have attractive cobble fronts. Good examples at the western end of North Street are listed. The stucco terraces are not architecturally composed as single compositions and consequently uniformity of finish is not important. A variety of paint colours have been used to good effect, lightening the rather gritty urban quality.


Architecturally what is most important is consistency of form, material and detail, panelled timber doors, timber sash windows with glazing bars, nothing ostentatious, just well proportioned regular facades. Some groups are set back behind decorative cast iron railings. In Norman Road there is a little more architectural pretension, with bay windows and decorative ironwork. The former Methodist Church is the most self-consciously architectural building, emphasised by the use of cut stone as the main building material.


Public Realm


Granite kerbstones are prevalent in the area, whilst most of the pavements are finished in tarmac, not inappropriate for this artisan quarter. Street lighting is unobtrusive and this is an area that would benefit from simple fittings fixed to the walls of buildings, thus removing street clutter. Market Passage retains York stone paving.


Listed Buildings 


No.4 Mercatoria, the Horse & Groom pub is thought to be buy James Burton and, as the name suggests, served the stable hands engaged in looking after the horses of those who lived in the grand houses.


Nos. 66-68(even) and 74 Norman Road are listed grade 2, dating probably from the 1850s, No.74 given the architectural treatment of giant pilasters. 


Nos.16-23, 25-28 and 33-34(consec) North Street are listed grade 2, all dating from the first phase of development of the area in the 1830s, modest, cobble-fronted cottages. Nos.16-23 are, unusually for the area, set back behind small front areas enclosed by cast-iron railings. Similar cottages at 22-25 Alfred Street and 1-3 Union Street are also listed. Nos.1-8 Undercliff Terrace, a stucco group with round-arches similar to those in Lavatoria Square are also listed.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


The more important and least altered individual or groups of buildings are identified as BTMs but it is the nature of the area that the terraces are very plain. Despite alterations to fenestration all of the pre-1939 buildings contribute positively to the character of the conservation area in that they provide appropriate scale and enclosure to the streets.


Alfred Street


Nos.1-16 & 19-34(consec). Modest two-storey terraces dating from the 1840s. Mostly with stucco facades, some cobble fronted with brick dressings. Generally plain though some have moulded architraves. Double-hung timber sash windows with many disfiguring UPVC replacements.


No.17. Late Victorian stone-faced building with prominent tile hung dormers, associated with the adjoining former Christ Church Schools.


Gensing Road


Nos.1-18 (consec). Plain two and three-storey terraces important for the continuity of frontage, stucco finish and proportions.


Nos.39-42 (consec). Modest two-storey terrace of the 1840s.


Nos.43-47 (consec). 1840s cobble-fronted terrace with small front areas enclosed by railings. Later canted bay windows. No.46 has an extra storey.


Nos.51-59 (consec). An irregular group of mostly two-storey cottages dating from the 1840s.


Market Terrace


An early terrace of cottages continuing from Undercliff Terrace, but much altered.


Mercatoria


No.25 East Ascent, Nos.1-3, 5-11, 12-12a, Mosque, 13-17 and part of No.100 Norman Road. A mixed collection of stucco fronted buildings, all originating as part of the Burton development. Generally plain facades, originally with timber sash windows. The mosque was built as the National School in the 1850s.


Mount Pleasant


Though altered this is original Burton development. No.3 was built as a hotel, the remainder are modest cottages of narrow depth and consequently wider than average frontages to the narrow passage.


Norman Road


Nos. 32-62, 70-72 and 76-78(even). Mostly three-storey stucco-fronted terraces with canted bay windows to the upper floors over shopfronts. A number of properties have decorative iron balustrades to full width balconies. Nos.38-40 are more modest and may reflect earlier development.


Nos. 80-98. Nos.84 and 86 Norman Road are set back and appear to be part of the original Lavatoria development, with a plain round-arched porch. The remainder of the group is of consistent detailing, two storey with a continuous cornice and run of shop fascias with console brackets. Moulded stringcourse to the first floor, stepping up over the windows. A number of good period shopfronts.


Nos.59-63 (odd). Former Methodist chapel and Sunday school now converted to flats. By James Weir, rebuilt after a fire in 1901. The first church on the site was erected in 1836. Free-Gothic style. Although the church is squeezed in between terraces it stands out architecturally and has a prominent stone spire.


Nos.65-77 (odd). Plain three-storey flat-fronted terrace. Though some houses are much altered, the whole preserves the all-important enclosure to the street.


Nos.79-93 (odd). Especially interesting as a part of the original Burton development. Though altered in detail possibly of sufficient historical interest to merit Grade 2 listing. Eight cottages arranged in pairs, each pair sharing a plain porch with a single unmoulded round arch. Two storey with a plain unmoulded parapet line. Most of the ground floor windows are round-arched and set within a larger blind arch linked by a continuous impost band. Set well back from the street possibly to allow a drying area for washing carried out in the houses.


North Street


Nos.1-15, 29-32 and 35-40(consec). Typical two-storey cottages of the 1840s. Mostly stucco; a few cobble-fronted. Some variety, especially at the east end where the character is more mixed. Many sash windows regrettably replaced with UPVC.


Nos.41-44 (consec). Plain three-storey stucco terrace with mostly replacement windows.


Shepherd Street


Nos.6-20, 22-27 and 28-30(consec). Typical modest two-storey terraces of the 1840s, stepping down the hill towards London Road. No.22 faces Gensing Road.


Rear of former Norman Road Methodist church and Sunday school. Broad gabled Italianate buildings of a grander scale than the domestic terraces.


No.2. Former Foresters Arms, with a later 19th century pub front with round-arched windows and eyebrow pediments.


No.3. Former fire station. Early 20th century. Red brick and taller than most buildings in the street, denoting its public function.


Union Street


Nos.1-4 (consec). Cobble-fronted cottages of the 1840s. Typical of the earlier development of the area.


Nos.5-7 (consec). Nos.6-7 are modest stucco cottages, whilst No.5, also stuccoed, is much larger, partly owing to the rising ground, and turns the corner into Alfred Street. Typical of the second phase of development of the area, probably 1850s.


Character Zone 2 – West St Leonards


Marina (west of St Leonard’s Church), Grosvenor Crescent, Grosvenor Gardens, Sea Road, Caves Road, Sussex Road, Bexhill Road, Keats Close and West Hill Road (west of Boscobel Road)


Scattered development existed along the coast in the early 19th century, though nothing survives before Burton’s time. Before 1855 West Hill Road did not connect with the Bexhill Road but turned north. By 1875 the link to the Bexhill Road had been made. Marina was developed as far west as No.146 and Caves Road was developed west to the Fountain Hotel, but West Marina Gardens was no more than beach and shingle. By 1891 West Marina Gardens was laid out with housing on its west and north sides, and the western end of the West Hill Road was developed with hospitals and convalescent homes exploiting the healthy and attractive cliff top location away from the town.


Built Form and Topography

The Marina west of St Leonards Church continues the scale and form of Burton’s development further east. Only after Sussex Road does the scale reduce, only to increase again rounding the corner into Caves Road. Caves Road itself is very much a rear service street, with development sandwiched between the cliff and the seafront terraces. Grosvenor Crescent, developed around 1900 is built to a more generous, suburban form, as paired houses characterised by canted bay windows with an oversailing gabled storey above. For the first time on the seafront gables and visible roofs are a strong feature. Grosvenor Gardens also dates from around 1900; in its commanding position it is treated in a more formal architectural manner, originally symmetrical. The beginning of Bexhill Road is once more urban, with a large four-storey many windowed Italianate block. West Hill Road is of quite varied character. The western end has large early 20th century detached buildings with plenty of open space around the buildings, whilst further east there is a row of circa 1900 semi-detached houses, similar to those on Grosvenor Crescent.


Spaces and Views


The main open space is West Marina Gardens, an elongated triangle open to the sea on its south side. The south side of West Hill Road is characterised by openness, though this is generally private land around buildings. There is a visually valuable open space opposite Nos.58-78, with sea views. West Hill Road runs along the top of the cliff and consequently there are intermittent views to the sea. As with other parts of the seafront there are oblique long views of the extensive run of terraces. West Marina Gardens allows broad views of Grosvenor Gardens and Grosvenor Crescent.


Activities and Uses


The character of the area is almost exclusively residential, whether houses, flats, hotels or guesthouses.


Architecture, Details and Materials


From St Leonard’s Church to Sussex Road is a continuous run of mostly four storey three-bay fronts, often with dormer windows in the mansard roof attics. Painted stucco predominates, though one or two facades have never been painted. Architectural embellishments are generally restrained, canted bay windows, decorative cast iron railings to balconies, one or two with canopies, bracketed porches, moulded architraves and dentil cornices. Front areas are enclosed by rendered piers and cast iron railings. West of Sussex Road there is one further building of urban scale, No.110, built as an hotel and quite grandly treated architecturally in a French Renaissance style. Nos.111-127 are of more modest scale but have a seaside air with covered first floor balconies a distinctive characteristic of almost all these houses. The roofline is generally understated, with only a few roof dormers visible. Chimneystacks and pots form the skyline. The character of the buildings Nos.128-146 is similar to that of the terrace east of Sussex Road. 


Grosvenor Gardens was designed to be viewed as a whole, symmetrical with a trio of shaped gables at either end and two in the centre. This symmetry has been unbalanced by alterations at the north end. This group has a prominent roofscape with large dormer windows and the façade is enlivened by bay windows and balconies. Grosvenor Crescent shows the influence of the later 19th century Queen Anne Revival style, with bay windows, tile hung gables and white-painted joinery. A number have decorative plasterwork above and below windows. The Bo-Peep Hotel at the western end is probably the oldest building in the area and has a Regency or early Victorian appearance. At the eastern end the terraces are plainer, reflecting their mid 19th century date. Caves Road, departs from the familiar stucco and has buildings built of red and yellow stock brick. Embellishment is minimal as this was back street service housing, although there are some exceptions. The buildings on the south side of West Hill Road at its western end, large detached properties built as convalescent homes and the Eversfield Hospital, once more show the influence of the Queen Anne Revival and the Domestic or Vernacular Revival. Red brick, tile hanging, prominent tiled roofs, irregular in plan and with a varied and picturesque outline. Some have shaped gables. Nos.50-86 again show the Queen Anne Revival influence with half-timbered gables, painted timber balconies and sash windows of a distinctive pattern.


Public Realm


Some granite kerbs survive along the seafront and in Caves Road but pavements are large element concrete slabs or tarmac. West Marina Gardens, laid out by 1891, is laid to grass with perimeter tarmac paths and formal planting. A sculpture of a male and female figure, King Harold and Edith Swan-Neck, his common law wife who identified his mutilated body on the battlefield after the Battle of Hastings, stands on a plinth towards the east end of the gardens. 1875 by Charles Wilke, gift of Lord Brassey, the town’s MP. It was moved to this site from Hastings Museum in 1953 and the marble has weathered badly in this exposed position. There are few trees and the gardens have a somewhat open character, enclosed only by dwarf walls and low hedges. The seafront has four late 19th or early 20th century timber and glass shelters and cast iron post and rail railings. Marina has grassed areas separating it from the promenade. There is a lack of co-ordination of more recent street furniture which sometimes appears arbitrary. West Hill Road has sandstone boundary walls, especially at its western end, which are a prominent feature.


Listed Buildings


The only listed buildings in the area are Nos.111-127 Marina, believed to date from the 1830 by James Burton.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


Bexhill Road


Nos.1-4. An impressive Italianate four-storey block of circa 1880, with a heavy porch to the east, angle quoins, moulded window architraves and prominent dormers. Built as an hotel.


Bo-Peep Hotel. Probably circa 1830 with facades facing south and west, each architecturally treated with pilasters, cornice and parapet, raised in the centre. Possibly worthy of grade II listing.


Caves Road


Nos.26-30 (consec). An early to mid 19th century three-storey terrace of two bay houses and the wider frontage of The Marina Fountain. Plain simple detailing.


Grosvenor Crescent


Nos.3-24 (consec). Semi-detached Queen Anne Revival style houses of around 1900, with canted bays with oversailing tile-hung gables above. Painted open timber porches and the distinctive glazing patter of sash windows with small panes to the upper sash and a single pain to the lower sash. Mostly now replaced in UPVC. Decorative plaster decoration around the windows. Visually prominent roofscape of gables, tiles and chimneys set against the green of the cliff behind.


Grosvenor Gardens


Nos.1-13 (consec). Of around 1900. Symmetrical, with shaped gables, paired in the centre and triplets originally at the ends, but the north end has been altered. Subtle variation of bows and canted bays, with balustraded tops. Interesting roofscape of gables, large hipped roof dormers and ribbed chimneystacks.


Marina


Nos.69-109 (consec). A long terrace built incrementally but complete by 1855. Nos.69-71 are irregular and have altered fenestration. Nos.72-82 appear to form a group, the outer houses set forward and with angle quoins and the middle three houses also stepping forward. Porches with heavy brackets and continuous first floor balconies. Dentil cornice. Originally symmetrical. No.83-88 have full-height canted bays. Nos.89-99 is another group, the outer houses set forward and the three middle houses stepping forward. Nos.100-109 are once more treated as a group with the middle and outer houses set forward. What is important about the terrace is that it was architecturally composed in symmetrical groups with regular and consistent detailing. Much of the overall effect, similar to architectural set-pieces such as Kemp Town in Brighton, is eroded as details are changed or lost, leading to an incoherent overall façade.


No.110. A grand French Renaissance block with facades to both Marina and Sussex Road. Plenty of rustication and quoins and decorative detail around the windows. Dentil cornice, balustraded parapet and extravagant roofscape of dormers, prominent chimneys, mansard roofs and French Pavilion roof over the entrance bay. Central Ionic columned porch.


Nos.128-146 (consec). A terrace of the 1880s, generally four storey and arranged first in pairs, with canted bay windows and then single facades stepping in to take in the curve of the street, before rounding the corner into Caves Road, an elegant transition. Once more the original symmetry and regularity of groups of houses is important and has been compromised by inappropriate changes. First floor balconies, some lost and many having lost the original decorative ironwork.


West Hill Road


Nos.1-2 Seaview. A large early 20th century house or convalescent home. Red brick and painted render, with prominent hipped tiled roofs. A polygonal turret at the south east corner.


Nos.44-46 (even). Pair of three-storey stucco houses of around 1880, with full-height canted bay windows and square porches.


No.48. Mid to late 19th century picturesque cottage probably built in connection with the water works and West Hill reservoirs behind. Tudor style, like an estate lodge, with decorative bargeboards. Disfigured by replacement windows and heavy concrete tiles on the roof.


Nos.50-86 (even). Edwardian paired seaside villas overlooking the sea. Generally with large bay windows and oversailing half-timbered gables with decorative bargeboards and finials. Painted timber balconies linking the bays at first floor. Unusual window pattern with only half of the upper sash having very small panes but large sheets of glass below, presumably to ensure uninterrupted sea views.


Nos.67-71 (odd). Edwardian terrace. Red brick with tile-hung upper floor and large central timber-framed gable.


Nos.99-105 (odd). Two pairs of modest early 20th century houses with a distinctive ground floor treatment of bay windows linked by a continuous lean-to roof over open timber porches.


Nos.107-109 (odd). Originally part of the Eversfield Hospital group of buildings and dating from the first decade of the 20th century. Pebbledashed and relatively plain service buildings.


No.111 (Eversfield Hospital). Brick with stone dressings, wings with tiled upper parts. Central castellated tower. Edwardian Free-Style.


No.115 (Eversfield Hospital). Red brick ground floor, pebbledash with red brick dressings to first floor. Polygonal turret at the northwest corner.


No.117 (Sovereign House). Built as the Chelsea Hospital Convalescent Home in the early 20th century. Red brick with a symmetrical north façade with projecting wings with shaped gables and a smaller but similar gable over the entrance. Single storey projections set in the angles between the main block and the projecting wings.


No.119 (Senlac House). A large brick and tile hung building of around 1900 with hipped and gabled tiled roofs and originally with sash windows of typical Queen Anne Revival style of small pane upper sash.


Character Zone 3 – East St Leonards


Sub zone a – Norman Road (east of London Road), Gensing Road (north of Alfred Street & Kenilworth Roads), Silchester Road, London Road (North to Pevensey Road), Kings Road, Western Road


Sub zone b – Grand Parade, Eversfield Place, Warrior Square


Sub zone c – Magdalen Road, Church Road, Edward Road, Victoria Road, Villa Road, St Margaret’s Road, Terrace Road, Warrior Gardens, St Johns Road, Blomfield Road


Sub zone a – Norman Road (east of London Road), Gensing Road (north of Alfred Street and Kenilworth Road), Silchester Road, London Road (north to Pevensey Road), Kings Road, Western Road, Alexandra Street, Stainsby Street


Built Form & Topography


This area, the commercial centre of St Leonards was developed from around the 1850s, extending James Burton’s town eastwards. By this date it was developing a self-sufficient life of its own and required more commercial accommodation than could be provided within the confines of what the Burton’s laid out. Warrior Square railway station opened in 1851 and this provided the obvious direction for expansion. The seafront would always be the most desirable residential location and so the southern part of London Road and Kings Road, leading to the railway station, were the obvious areas for commerce. Shops also developed along Norman and Silchester Roads, whilst Western Road provided more back street servicing, both to the town centre and to the large houses in Warrior Square. By 1875 the area was fully developed with the exception of Silchester Road and the west side of Gensing Road (north of Kenilworth Road) which were not developed until the 1880s.


The character is of an urban town centre of generally three-storey scale with long unbroken terraces. The land rises to the northwest, with London Road rising in a straight line from the seafront. Kings Road follows the contour and provides a direct level link from London Road to the station, a diagonal which ignores the generally rectilinear grid layout. Silchester and Norman Roads run east/west and are fairly level.


Spaces and Views


As an urban town centres there are few open spaces and these tend to be incidental. The junctions of London Road and Kings Road and of London Road and Pevensey Road provide small open spaces that are noticed because of the otherwise strong canyon-like qualities of the area. The station forecourt is the only other informal open space.


From London Road there are long views along Norman Road in both directions, that to the east opens to Warrior Square and the slopes beyond. London Road, being straight and rising up the hill gives enticing southward views to the sea and to the focal points of buildings, Christ Church, the former Congregational Church and the wedge shape of commercial buildings at the acute angle between London Road and Kings Road. The tower of Christ Church provides a focus in eastward views along Silchester Road. The narrow flights of steps which connect Kings Road and London Road and Alfred Street and London Road provide exciting and unexpected enclosed views.


The slopes to Warrior Square Station provide a contrasting open interlude in the built up frontage and striking views across the valley and to the railway station and tunnel entrance and the terraces on St John’s Road stepping up the hill.


Alexandra Street and Stainsby Street were developed by 1875 with modest artisan houses. These streets rise up the hill from the railway station and contribute to the continuity of Victorian townscape in the valley between London Road and Chapel Park Road, containing the station and providing good views to and from it.


Activities and Uses

Aside from the churches and the railway station, terraces with ground floor shops predominate, giving busy and vibrant character to the street level. Upper floors provided residential accommodation but today upper floors are frequently under-used. The public buildings - the churches, former chapel and railway station, give a focus and definition to the central area. Commercial activity in Western Road is giving way to residential development providing a welcome return of activity to this neglected street. The streets north of the railway station are immediately of low-scale residential character.


Architecture, Detail and Materials


Unsurprisingly in such a commercial area there is much variety of design and materials. The predominant character is Victorian, stucco or red brick, but the Victorian period is notorious for its diversity. The sandstone of the two churches and school on London Road stand out as exceptions both for the use of a different material and owing to their scale and architecture.


Building materials generally reflect the period of building or the use. Thus buildings before about 1880 are generally finished in stucco with Welsh slate roofs. The churches on the other hand are in stone and the railway station is in red brick, setting the public buildings apart from the routine street architecture. The stucco buildings often have much detail in the form of bay windows, balustraded parapets, projecting quoins and mouldings around doors and windows and prominent brackets beneath the eaves. The buildings on the north side of the London Road King’s Road junction were rebuilt in the late 19th century and therefore red brick is the main material. 


London Road has some unsatisfactory post war developments, around the junction with Norman Road and Ocean House further north. The combination of the post war redevelopment and the vacancy of Saxon Chambers blights the south end of the street, though the low scale on the east side gives views of the interesting and attractive rear elevations of Nos. 14-22 Grand Parade with half-hipped gables suggesting an early 19th century date and prominent chimney stacks rising from the roof valleys. The frontages as far north as Cross Street are very mixed in character with a number of 20th century buildings the only merit of which is that those on the east side generally preserve the built frontage, plot width and three-storey height, whilst those on the west side damage the characteristic vertical emphasis of the traditional plot widths.


It is not until North Street is reached that the Victorian townscape really impresses with its quality and completeness, even if suffering from neglect. North of Silchester Road the urban character subtly gives way to residential. Ocean House is an anachronism completely at variance with the prevailing character of the conservation area and hence was originally omitted from it, although it cannot be ignored and any significant work to the building or redevelopment will inevitably impact on the character of the conservation area.


Kings Road was developed fairly uniformly, probably in the later 1850s with distinctive Italianate terraces with two tiers of arcades, the inner three arches with windows, the outer ones blind. Although the street was not fully completed in this style there is sufficient of this design for it to set the character of Kings Road. The built form of continuous frontage and consistent parapet line is very important to the canyon-like quality of Kings Road, contrasting with the more open aspect at either end of the street.


Silchester Road has a coherent character as it was developed over a short period around 1880, perhaps by a single developer/builder. The terraces have a strong architectural character with dentil cornices and Italianate stucco detailing around windows. The north end of Gensing Road has similar buildings to those in Silchester Road.


Public Realm


Granite kerbs survive throughout most of the area but pavements are mostly either tarmac or concrete paving. Silchester Road retains York stone paving, appropriate to its more architecturally composed character. Street lighting is mostly modern posts. At the junction with Hatherley Road there is an older swan neck post of a scale appropriate to the street and buildings. There is another post of this type outside Ocean House, and the new slope down to Warrior Square station has appropriately scaled lampposts of a period design. The flight of steps from London Road to Kings Road adds interest to the townscape, has simple post and rail handrail and is lit by traditional lanterns on wall-mounted brackets. The lamp brackets attached to the buildings on King’s Road are recently installed ‘period’ fittings which enhance the street. Street lighting is generally unobtrusive and this is an area that would benefit from simple fittings fixed to the walls of buildings, thus removing street clutter.


Listed Buildings 


Only three buildings in the area are listed, Christ Church (1875 by Sir Arthur Blomfield), Christ Church Schools (mid and late 19th century) and the former Congregational Church (1874 by Habershon & Pite), all in London Road.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


Alexandra Road


Nos.1-29 (odd) and 2-26(even). Mostly complete by 1875. Brick and stucco terraces of artisan housing, with canted bays and small front areas. The west side is three-storey whilst the terrace on the east side is two storey.


Gensing Road


Nos.19-22, & 28-32(consec). Three-storey terraces of a strong architectural character. The last part of Gensing Road to be built, probably circa 1880. Gothic detailing, including unusual shouldered arches to the ground floor. Decorative frieze between the first and second floor and bracketed cornice with flower motifs between the brackets. Nos.19-22, have applied barley sugar twists between properties.


Nos.34-38 (consec). A group of three storey stucco properties of about 1870 nicely stepped down the slope. Moulded architraves to the windows, with raised panels below. No.34 retains decorative ironwork to the first floor windowsills.


Kings Road


Nos.1-6 (consec), including return to Western Road. Late 1850s. Italianate, with tripartite windows and continuous sill bands. Moulded cornice and parapet.


Nos.9-29 (consec), No.31. Impressive Italianate terrace of the late 1850s or early 1860s. Originally brick with painted stucco detailing. Italianate. An unusual, if not unique design, of continuous round-arched arcade in two tiers, pierced to form three windows at the centre of each property. Elongated first floor keystones. Moulded cornice. Some survival of period shopfronts and consoles and fascias.


No.30 and 32. Part of Italianate terrace but plain flat-fronted, with no mouldings. No.32 elegantly turns the corner into Cross Street.


Nos.33-41 (consec), No.44, Nos.48-51 (consec). Late 1850s stucco terrace. Nos.40-41, 44 and 48-51 of Italianate design of the same distinctive type as most of the terrace opposite.


Nos.52-57 (consec). Stucco terrace of the 1870s with canted bay windows to the first floor and balustraded parapet. Good survival of original shopfronts.


London Road


No.1. Early 19th century, a plain stucco return of the seafront corner building.


Nos.2-8 (even). Mid Victorian Italianate, including Saxon Chambers with original shopfront surrounds, a pedimented entrance to the chambers and a shaped gable, with the date 1887.


No.45a-f (including No.32 Kings Road) A key focal building filling the acute angle between the two streets. Rebuilt in the late 19th century. Red brick with painted stone or stucco dressings. Free-style, a mix of Italianate and Jacobean detailing. Distinctive design of two-storey oriel window facing south. Deeply overhanging roof to corner block, bracketed eaves to higher range. Original elements to shopfronts.


Nos.47-71 (odd) Flat fronted stucco terrace of the 1860s with limited amount of surface decoration. Stepped parapet.


Nos.73-85 (odd). Originally residential terrace of the 1880s. Italianate, with two-storey canted bay windows and paired entrances, some with columned porches. Tripartite round-arched windows to top floor. Moulded architraves and bracketed cornice. Arranged in symmetrical pairs.


Public House on the corner of Shepherd Street. Typical mid Victorian Italianate pub.


Nos.36-48 (even). Typical mid 19th century stucco terrace.


Nos.15-45 (odd). Plain stucco terrace with first floor oriel windows to some properties.


Norman Road


Nos. 20-26(even). Late 19th century commercial buildings, three storeys with shaped gables to the attic storey, originally of red brick finish. To the left a lower gable-fronted building.


Silchester Road


Nos.2-24 (even). Three storey Italianate terraces of about 1880, with shop on the ground floor. Windows arranged in tripartite compositions with plenty of decorative mouldings.


Nos.26-36 (even). A design similar to Nos.28-32 Gensing Road. Of around 1880, with Gothic detailing.


Nos.5-27 & 29-35(odd). Italianate terraces of c1880. Pilasters divide the houses. Moulded architraves, bracketed cornice and parapet stepping up at the party walls.


Southwater Road


The Southwater, Built as a Drill Hall around 1890. Corner building with prominent elevations to both Southwater Road and Hatherley Road. Red brick. Gabled bay to right of Southwater Road frontage has stepped arched windows, yellow brick dressings and plain battered buttresses. The corner block has a parapet and the upper windows set in recessed panels divided by pilasters. Dentil cornice.


Nos.1-7 (odd). Italianate stucco terrace of around 1870 with canted bay windows, round-arched doorways and round-arched paired upper windows with stucco mouldings. Exposed eaves.


Nos.9-23 (odd). Two storey, brick cottages of around 1860 with long front gardens and not part of the generally more urban layout, having more of a village character.


Stainsby Street


Nos.1-11 (consec). Modest brick terrace of two storeys and without front areas. A fairly rare example of the most modest terrace type.


Nos.12-23 (consec). Irregular two and three storey stucco terrace with canted bay windows and small front areas. No.1 is a former pub and has a ground floor arcade of shallow three-centred arches.


Warrior Square Railway Station, opened in 1851 as Gensing Station. It was designed by William Tress (architect of most of the stations on the line to Tunbridge Wells) and was renamed Warrior Square in 1870. Italianate design.


Western Road


Nos.29-33(consec). 1880s stucco terrace, Nos.30-33 with mansard roofs and distinctive gabled dormers. Original console brackets to shopfronts.


The Prince of Wales pub. Plain stucco mid 19th century building with chamfered angle and full height canted bay.


Sub zone b – Grand Parade, Eversfield Place, Warrior Square


The seafront provides continuous development for almost two miles and was understandably developed first. By 1855 there was near continuous development from Grosvenor Gardens in the west to the Hastings boundary in the east. For convenience the St Leonards seafront is considered as three separate areas although there is much overlap between them.


Grand Parade runs between Market Street (where there was an archway to announce the entry into Burton’s new town) and Warrior Square, after which it becomes Eversfield Place. 


Built Form and Topography


The seafront is divided into terrace blocks between the streets running inland, the longest being the length of Eversfield Place, a continuous run of four storeys. Warrior Square interrupts this continuity with a major piece of Victorian seafront planning. It was developed from 1843-64 and is almost too large to be taken in on the ground, being best appreciated from the sea or from the air. It is in two parts separated by Norman Road. The southern square is wider in the west/east dimension whereas the northern square steps in and is widest in its north/south dimension. The square was not built in one campaign and this shows in the variety of detailing, though the consistent use of stucco and bay windows gives continuity. It is the post 1945 redevelopments that depart from the continuity of height, proportions and materials and thereby harm the character of the square as a whole.


Spaces & Views


What impresses about the seafront is the long oblique views of majestic-scaled buildings of a consistent form and broadly consistent use of materials. Warrior Square provides, from the seafront, a surprising interlude and change in scale, whilst the upper parts of the square provide impressive views with the sea as the backdrop. From Warrior Square looking west the spire of the former church in Norman Road is significant marker whilst the tower of the church of St Mary Magdalen is a landmark on the higher ground east of the square. Warrior Square itself was laid out as a subscription garden in 1852. 


illustration period view from Baxter P10


Fifty years later the Council acquired a strip of land at the southern end and erected the statue to Queen Victoria. The remainder of the square came into Council ownership in 1920 (southern part) and 1930 (northern part).


Activities & Uses


The uses are primarily residential, hotel or guesthouse. Occasional restaurant or retail uses with shopfronts do not generally enhance the character of the conservation area, e.g. Nos. 65-67 Eversfield Place and the buildings on Grand Parade close to the junction with London Road.


Architecture, Detail and Materials


The stucco terraces along Grand Parade are not uniform but are mid-Victorian in character, either flat-fronted or with canted bays. Houses are generally two or three bays wide and have a strong cornice line. Saxon Mansions (No.13) has a wider frontage and a pedimented gables to the return, London Road, elevation. No.23 has a full-height bow, suggesting an earlier date, around the 1840s. Grand Court is a later 20th century intrusion which respects the height uses exposed brick and has a horizontal format rather than the generally vertical units of the 19th century buildings.


Nos.1-3 Warrior Square offer a more distinctive and rich Italianate architecture with curved bays and applied decoration. The height increases as it does generally around the square. The lower part of Warrior Square has consistent bay fronted four-storey stucco fronts which step up the gentle incline. This continues in the upper part of the square but is interrupted on both sides by post war blocks of flats which ignore the ‘rules’ set by the Victorian development. Marlborough House is a more considered and contextual recent intervention. The north side of the square is flat fronted but still stucco with three-bay fronts with taller bookends at either end. The post war intervention in the centre is particularly weak and once more substitutes brick for stucco. A number of houses have decorative iron balconies and canopies which enliven the elevations.


Eversfield Place continues the stucco fronts with a strong cornice line and divided into strongly vertical units. Decorative ironwork adds interest to a number of properties. Unlike Grand Parade the roofs are generally mansarded with dormer windows and hence more visible. Eversfield Court breaks the long run of consistent parapet line but does so with panache, with prominent dormers and a French pavilion roof. Nos.32-35 has a visually discordant two-storey roof extension which also breaks through the parapet line but without the style or panache of Eversfield Court. There are other smaller roof extensions which disturb the continuity of the roofscape. Waverley Court, on the corner of Shwerte Way is a very poor end to the run of buildings, being of brick, lower but with exposed eaves and roof and fussy triangular bays and gables.


Stucco is almost universal as the façade material for the Victorian buildings. As all buildings can be appreciated in long views it is noticeably discordant where other materials are used. As there are no formal grand compositions variety of paint colour is not generally an issue, though where small groups of buildings can be viewed as a single composition it is desirable that they are painted the same colour. Roofs traditionally are covered in Welsh slate, though there are many departures from this. Painted timber joinery is the appropriate finish for windows and doors.


Public Realm


Warrior Square is laid out to lawn with informal clumps of planting, with a more formal planting scheme to the lower square. The original railings have been lost and the upper square in particular has a rather open and windswept appearance. A stature of Queen Victoria is placed at the southern end of the square on the central axis. Warrior Square has pretty decorative lamp standards, a late 20th century improvement to a Victorian design.


The length of the promenade from the pier westward was redeveloped in the 1930s as part of the Borough Engineer’s improvement programme in modernistic style. It has an upper and lower promenade with striking shelters on the upper deck, either single aspect facing the sea or combined with bus shelters. The lower deck has a covered walkway with plain concrete columns, interrupted at intervals by a curved projection. The inner face has coloured glass set in mosaic panels, earning the nickname ‘bottle alley’. Although in marked contrast to the Victorian character of the buildings the 1930s work can be read quite separately and does not jar. 


There is little co-ordination of street furniture, lighting, CCTV poles and railings, none of which enhances the conservation area but contributes to a cluttered public realm. The floorscape is a mixture of tarmac and concrete paving with no overall co-ordination. Some granite kerbs survive, especially in Warrior Square.


Listed Buildings

The only listed building in this sub area is No.23 Grand Parade of circa 1835 and known as Adelaide House because Queen Adelaide and Princess Augusta stayed there during the winter of 1837-8.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


Eversfield Place


Nos.1-31. Continuous stucco terrace of Victorian character. No.1 turns the corner into Warrior Square in an interesting way with canted bays immediately adjoining a rounded corner. No.5, Eversfield Mansions, has three levels of decorative cast-iron balconies. Nos.6-1 have square bays and broad segmental-arched upper windows. Nos.13-20 have a consistent run of canted bay windows. Eversfield Court provides an accent as it rises a storey higher than the rest of the terrace, with a French pavilion roof. The remainder of the terrace continues the rhythm of canted bays.


Nos.36-67(consec) is dominated by canted bays, with a group in the middle and at the eastern end that are flat fronted. The group in the middle has a continuous covered first floor balcony. Generally consistent parapet line, spoiled in places by inappropriate roof extensions which break up the composed continuity.


Grand Parade


Nos.1-13(consec). Probably built in the 1830s but in external appearance mostly Victorian Italianate. Nos.3-4 have a symmetrical façade with canted oriel windows, plaster enrichments and an arcaded treatment to the ground floor. No.5 has paired giant pilasters. No.13, Saxon Mansions, has a pedimented gable to the side elevation to London Road.


Nos.14-22(consec). Probably built in the 1830s and characterised by canted bay windows with first floor balconies and tented roofs.


Nos.28-29. Victorian stucco terrace.


Warrior Square


Nos.1-3(odd). An exuberant Victorian corner building in French Renaissance style with curved bays enriched with swags and other plaster decoration. Balustraded parapet to front area.


Nos.5-15(odd).1860s four-storey stucco terrace with full-height canted bay windows. Continuous first floor balcony, cornice and parapet. Mansard roof to Nos.5 & 7 with two dormer windows per property evenly spaced. No.15 is much taller and forms a ‘book end’ at Norman Road.


Nos.31-55 and 63-67(odd). 1860s four-storey stucco terrace with three-storey canted bay windows with two levels of decorative ironwork and hipped roofs. Enriched dentil cornice. Mansard roofs with two dormer windows per property.


Ashley Court and Lindsey Mansions. circa 1860s and forming the outer parts of the north side of the square. Three-bay houses of four storeys plus a mansard storey, the outer houses having a full extra storey and forming ‘book ends’. Continuous first floor balconies. Rear parts, to Terrace Road, step down dramatically to a single storey Terrace Road frontage with large basement areas enclosed by balustrades. This change in scale has been lost in the redeveloped block between the two ends.


Nos.2-14(even). Similar to the terrace opposite. Four storey plus mansards. Full-height canted bays. Continuous first floor balconies with tented canopies at the seaward end.


Nos.22-32(even). Four storeys, stepped up the slope. Three-storey canted bays with two tiers of ironwork balustrades and hipped roofs to the corner block. Columned porches.


Nos.48-92(even). 1860s terrace stepping up the hillside. Similar to the terrace opposite, with three-storey canted bays with two tiers of balconies and concave canopies above with decorative iron cresting. Enriched dentil cornice. Balustrades enclosing the basement areas.


Sub zone c – Magdalen Road, Church Road, Blomfield Road, St John’s Road, St Paul’s Place, Edward Road, Victoria Road, Princes Road, Villa Road, St Margaret’s Road & Terrace, Ellenslea Road, Warrior Gardens


The grid of streets between Church Road and Magdalen Road were laid out in the early 1850s and developed before the upper part of Warrior Square was built. By 1873 only the land between St John’s Road and Terrace Road remained to be developed and this followed soon after.


Built Form and Topography


Church Road and Magdalen Road run northwards from St Margaret’s Road up the steep slope of the hill that separates St Leonards from Hastings. Together with the east/west roads from Blomfield Road south to St Margaret’s Road the character is spacious and suburban, a mixture of semi-detached houses and terraces, set back from the road and with long rear gardens. The churches of St Mary Magdalen and St Thomas of Canterbury are markers in the townscape, whilst the whole of the east side of Magdalen Road is taken up by the grounds of the former college of the Holy Child Jesus and St Mary Star of the Sea. Warrior Gardens was developed to a more urban form in the 1880s north of Warrior Square and has one of the most impressive and lavish speculative terraces in Hastings.


Spaces & Views


Owing to the topography there are many striking views both within streets and across the area. The steep descent of Warrior Gardens from Church Road shows off the highly decorated terrace on the north side to advantage and closes to the west with the tower of the former Congregational Church on London Road. Both Church Road and Magdalen Road offer long views both up and down the hill and interesting westerly views down the side streets, with the spire of Christ Church a feature of the views from Edward and Victoria Roads. From St John’s Road views across the open land around the railway station to the villas on London Road are dramatic. From St Margaret’s Road the descent to Warrior Square and the long view of Norman Road with the spire of the former Methodist chapel in the distance is impressive in the unusual length of such a single street view right across the town centre. From the top of St Margaret’s Terrace steps there is an angled view of Warrior Square.


The key open space is the land associated with the former convent on Magdalen Road. Although this is private space it reads as a significant open space in the conservation area and combines with White Rock Pleasure Grounds etc to form an important green lung separating urban St Leonards from urban Hastings. It is a striking feature of the wider urban conglomeration that the topography of White Rock, the East and West Hills bring the countryside into the towns and define the urban areas, St Leonards, Hastings and Hastings Old Town. Along the entire east side of Magdalen Road the open space behind the sandstone wall predominates and trees along this boundary are also important, notably Holm oaks. There are also significant trees in Church Road towards the junction with Blomfield Road and on the corner of St John’s Road. Most of these streets are broad enough for isolated trees in gardens or on private land to make a positive contribution and foil to the buildings. The land around the railway tunnel entrance, bounded by Ellenslea, Chapel Park and St John’s Roads provides an informal area of green with groups of trees.


Activities & Uses


The overwhelming character is given by the residential uses, whether houses or flats, that predominates. Essentially the non-residential uses are the public uses of churches and educational institutions.


Architecture, Details and Materials


The mix of architectural styles reflects the period of building. Nos. 1-6 St Margaret’s Terrace is essentially still Regency in character, with rustication and canopied first floor veranda. Nos.34-37 St Margaret’s Road and Nos.12-13 Magdalen Road are also more Regency than Victorian in design. The most common type is the three-storey stucco façade with canted bay window, either full height or through two storeys. After the 1870s façade treatment becomes more elaborate, with terraces such as Nos.23-30 Magdalen Road with French pavilion roofs and the riotous Renaissance motifs of Warrior Gardens.


Earlier development at the southern end of Church Road adopts the Tudorbethan, another popular style of the 1840s and 50s, with gables and castellated bay windows. Other examples are The Priory on St Margaret’s Road and the Old Rectory in Villa Road. Within a fairly limited architectural vocabulary there is much variety of plaster mouldings, porches, balustrading and decorative ironwork.


Painted stucco is the predominant but not the only walling material. Some buildings are brick, the former school adjacent to St Thomas of Canterbury church using black brick to create decorative patterns. The two churches and the former college use rock-faced sandstone as the main walling material. Unusually sandstone is also used for a domestic terrace, Nos.41-50 Church Road. Roofs are almost universally Welsh slate.


Public Realm


There are no public open spaces in the area but the grounds of the former College of the Holy Child Jesus provides a visually important open space than combines with that of White Rock in marking a clear division between the towns of Hastings and St Leonards on Sea. The boundary wall along Magdalen Road and the trees and shrubs along the boundary form an attractive contrast to the urban development on the other side of the road. Along St Margaret’s Road there is a more open aspect but the enclosure of the open space and the perception of it as a large green area is important.


Trees are a feature in Chapel Park Road, in gardens and on the land above the tunnel entrance east of Warrior Square station. Trees and undergrowth continue around the corner into Ellenslea Road on the railway cutting. There are also a few trees in Church Road on the east side south of Blomfield Road.


The wall and railings and steps up to St Margaret’s Terrace forma distinctive feature adding interest to the character of the conservation area. The change in levels and long view are quite dramatic elements of townscape.


Granite curbs remain extensively throughout the area but pavements are generally tarmac.


Listed Buildings


The listed buildings in the area are mostly ecclesiastical. St Mary Magdalen Church (1852 by F Marrable), St Thomas of Canterbury Church (1869 by C.A. Buckler), St Leonards Baptist Church (1882 by Elsworthy & Sons), the former school and school house in Magdalen Road and five buildings in the complex on Magdalen Road built as the Convent of the Holy Child Jesus (built from 1849 mostly by William Wardell, the chapel by A.W.N. Pugin). 11 Edward Road is a distinctive Italianate villa of the 1840s with a period interior.


Buildings of Townscape Merit


Blomfield Road


Nos.1-9(consec). Plain three-storey terrace of circa 1870, with full-height canted bay windows.


Chapel Park Road


Nos.1-3(odd). Built around 1870. Symmetrical pair of stucco villas with large two-storey canted bays with gables above and central double porch.


Nos.7-19(odd) 1870s stucco villas set above the level of the road. Nos.7-11 are treated as a single composition given some grandeur by No.9 having a pedimented gable across the width of the façade. The others are treated as symmetrical pairs.


Church Road


Nos.1-6 and 9-12(consec). Tudor Gothic style villas probably of around 1850. Originally symmetrical pairs, all slightly different, with canted bays, castellated to one pair and steep gables to the street.


Nos.7-8. Built around 1850. No.7 is double-fronted. Tudoresque.


Nos.13-22(consec). Paired Italianate style stucco houses of around 1850 with mostly full height canted bays.


Nos.41-54(consec). 1870s terrace, unusual in being partly built of sandstone. Houses arranged in symmetrical pairs with two-storey canted bays, flat fronted above, with balustraded parapet and mansard roofs.


Nos.55-56, 58-61(consec) and 62-69(consec). 1870s and 80s, Italianate terrace and semi-detached pairs, with canted bays. The pairs have decorative mouldings and bracketed eaves, whilst the terrace group has round-arched upper windows. Stucco front area walls, some with balustrades.


No.57. Italianate of around 1850. Unusual in being of red brick with painted stucco detailing.


Edward Road


Nos.1-8(consec) and Nos.9-10. Stucco terraces of the 1860s with full-height canted bay windows.


No.13. A later Victorian house, perhaps built as a coach house. Decorative timber gable to the street.


Ellenslea Road


Nos.1-3(consec). Detached 1880s stucco villas. No.1 just two storeys and double-fronted, is the least altered and has a good sandstone boundary wall.


No.5. Prominent three-storey block on the corner of Chapel Park Road. Brick and stucco, Italianate, with moulded detailing around the main window openings. Probably built around 1870.


Nos.6-7. Prominently placed pair, unusually set at an angle across the corner. Three-storey canted bay windows set beneath gables, that of No.6 with decorative barge boards.. Probably built around 1870.


Magdalen Road


Nos.1-2. Probably built around 1850 and unusual in being in a Tudor style and built in stone with castellated parapet.


Nos.3-4. Mid 19th century Italianate with stucco mouldings and decorative ironwork.


Nos.5-13. Mid 19th century stucco. No.5 stands alone and may be a little earlier. Angle quoins, with entrances either side of a canted bay window. Nos.6-11 are typical of the area, with full height canted bays, continuous first floor balconies and iron railings. Nos.12 & 13 have a more Regency character being flat fronted, with rusticated ground floor and continuous first floor balcony with typical Regency or early Victorian decorative ironwork.


Nos.14-17. Probably 1860s, designed as symmetrical pairs with hipped roof canted bays rising above the centre section. One has decorative ironwork balconies whilst the other has castellated porches.


Nos.18-30(consec). A terrace of around 1870, Nos. 23-30 grandly treated in French Renaissance style, symmetrical, the centre and end blocks set forward and with French pavilion roofs. Columned porches and much stucco and iron decorative detail.


Nos.32-47(consec). Of around 1870. A more conventional stucco terrace of the variety with two storey canted bays and a flat-fronted upper storey. Arranged broadly symmetrically, the lower terrace in the rhythm 0f 1-3-1-3-1 with the single houses set forward, and the upper terrace arranged 1-5-1. The symmetry of the upper terrace is compromised by numerous overlarge roof extensions.


St John’s Road


Nos.1-16(consec). 1880s. The Railway Hotel turns the corner with a curved bay and turret. Rusticated stucco ground floor with round-arched windows. Red brick above with stucco dressings, giant pilasters, aedicules to first floor windows and bracketed eaves. Nos.3-15 step up the hill with a striking run of projecting pedimented bays, each floor different and an array of chimneystacks. The curve of the street at the upper end is reflected in a stepping back of the houses, with No.16 having its principal elevation facing up the hill, forming a visual; stop to views down. An imaginative and different design for a sloping site. Prominent in views from London Road and Station Approach.


Beaufort, Georges and Elvetham. Red brick and stucco Italianate houses of around 1870, set in large gardens which give a spaciousness to this area. Beaufort is stuccoed, double aspect, with full height canted bays to both fronts. Georges and Elvetham are semi-detached and unusual in that red brick is the prominent building material. Heavy square bays to the ground floor with decorative ironwork balconies above. Bracketed eaves.


St Margaret’s Road


Nos.1-6(consec) St Margaret’s Terrace. Probably of the 1850s, possibly of two phases, with the western end being built later. Italianate. Flat-fronted with round-arched ground floor windows and continuous first floor balcony with decorative ironwork and tented canopy.


Nos.7-12(consec) St Margaret’s Terrace. Probably of the 1850s. Stucco terrace with full-height canted bay windows.


Nos.1-9,12-19(consec). 1870s stucco terrace with full-height canted bays with decorative ironwork to first floor balconies and enclosing front areas.


The Priory. Probably 1860s and part of the convent complex. Red brick with blue brick decorative patters and gothic relieving arches. Tudor Gothic style with steep roofs and tall chimneys.


Nos.36-38(consec). Probably built around 1860, a symmetrical Italianate group of just two storeys and three houses wide, the centre house set forward. Round-arched first floor windows, ornate ironwork to continuous first floor balcony and stepped-up elements to the parapet, defining each house.


St Paul’s Place


Nos.1-4(even). Mid Victorian paired villas.


Victoria Road


Nos.1-4(consec). Two pairs of villas of the 1850s. Plain, stucco, with prominent gables.


Villa Road


Nos.1-6(consec). Plain stucco houses stepped along the street. Some decorative ironwork.


No.9. Probably 1850s with dominant roofline of steep gables.


Old Rectory. Tudor style, probably of the 1840s and possibly listable. Hoodmoulds to windows and a steeply pitched roofscape with tall chimneys, contrasting with the prevailing Italianate terraces where the roofline is usually concealed by parapets.


Warrior Gardens


Nos.1-23(consec). Built around 1880 and one of the most spectacular terraces of any seaside town. Brick and stucco, exotic and lavish. ‘Many of its Classical features are hard to describe, such as the pilastered herms’ (Muthesius The English Terraced House Yale UP 1982). Possibly listable.


Character Zone 4 North St Leonards


Albany Rd, Angelsea Terrace, Boscobel Rd, Brittany Rd, Caple Gardens, Carisbrooke Rd, Charles Rd, Clyde Rd Cumberland Gardens, Dane Rd, Kennilworth Rd, London Road (north of Pevensey Road), Pevensey Rd, Rothsay Rd, Upper Maze Hill 


The north St Leonards area was developed essentially in the fourth quarter of the 19th century. The 1875 OS map shows sporadic development along Pevensey Road; Nos.1-15 and Nos.4-12, together with the former Congregational church, were built at the London Road end of the street. Further up Nos.20-36 had been built but beyond the junction with Upper Maze Hill, Pevensey Road petered out. The block bounded by Upper Maze Hill, Brittany Road and Dane Road had been developed together with the west side of Upper Maze Hill as far as No.17. Nos.1-14 Markwick Terrace had been built but otherwise the area was undeveloped, with no streets yet laid out in the block bounded by Brittany Road, London Road and Pevensey Road. In London Road itself there was very little development north of the railway line. South of Pevensey Road, Cardiff Road, Stockleigh Road, Carisbrooke Road, Rothsay Road and Kenilworth Road did not exist. By the turn of the century all of the gaps had been filled in, Highlands Gardens, the streets south of Pevensey Road and those around Gensing Gardens all developed largely in the 1880s, leaving only the western end of Pevensey Road which was developed with different and quite distinctive development of around 1900.


Built Form and Topography


The character in the residential roads is mostly of broad streets rising steeply up the hill with substantial detached and semi-detached villas. Continuous terraces are confined to the area around Gensing Gardens, Markwick Terrace and the terraces closer to the town along Carisbrooke and Kenilworth Roads.


What is of great importance is the rhythm and uniformity of these streets, whether terraces, semi-detached or detached villas, there is a regularity of plot size and width, the placing of the building on the plot and the scale and mass of the building.


On London Road between the railway and Gensing Gardens the pattern of development is a mix of paired houses and terraces. The prevailing character changes north of Gensing Gardens, reflecting the later 19th century and Edwardian development of this part of London Road. Heron House (No.149) is an alien intrusion. North of Brittany Road, whilst the housing is still mostly semi-detached, there is a greater variety of form and design reflecting the period when these houses were built. Between Brittany Road and Tower Road West the land rises steeply on the left and the houses are well elevated above the street. Trees and shrubs have been allowed to take over and require management. Further north there is a return to more urban form of terraces at the staggered junction of five roads were London Road and Tower Road intersect. The garage between Nos.207 and 231 was a site left undeveloped until after World War 1 and the present buildings and use are not in keeping with the predominant character of this part of the conservation area.


Pevensey Road is the principal street running across the area southwest to southeast. It is a spacious road with the buildings set back and mostly detached and semi-detached. Kenilworth, Stockleigh, Carisbrooke and Rothsay Roads were developed on the steep slopes south of Pevensey Road from the 1880s. The character is a little more urban, with the development mostly in terraced form.


Dane Road and Brittany Road have a much more open character, the latter because much of its length on the north side is bounded by Markwick Gardens and it is a cross street linking more significant streets at right angles to it. The section between Upper Maze Hill and Dane Road is dominated by Inter War and later development giving no coherent character.


The regular stucco terraces continue in Charles Road, Anglesea Terrace and Clyde Road. No 8 Clyde Road is a Post War infill in what was once a continuous terrace and shows complete disregard of context. Gensing Gardens enables a generosity of scale in the terraces facing it. The architecture shows that this was developed incrementally but clearly in groups, interestingly with Nos.10-16 departing from the overall use of stucco. Walls and gate piers are important to addressing the street edge, a strong visual separation between the public and private realm.


Spaces and Views

Gensing Gardens, the main public open space in the area, was laid out as Gensing Pleasure Ground after the land was purchased by the Council in 1872, providing an interlude or break in the urban fabric. As the land slopes down from west to east as well as rising to the north, there are views between buildings of the grid of streets in the valley and rising up the next hill to the east.


The next most significant space is Markwick Gardens, a space very much enclosed by trees, shrubs and hedges but which contributes to a general sense of green and spaciousness.


The informal green open spaces at the junctions with Dane Road/Charles Road and at Upper Maze Hill, with mature trees, help to assert the leafy suburban character.


Kenilworth, Stockleigh, Carisbrooke and Rothsay Roads on the steep slopes south of Pevensey Road offer exciting views, e.g. the spire of the church on Norman Road on axis in the view from the top of Kenilworth Road. Here the mature trees in the large gardens of properties fronting Pevensey Road make a valuable contrast to the more urban terraces down the hill. The topography also renders the roofscape of slates, raised party walls, chimneys and pots particularly important. 


Activities and Uses


The area is almost exclusively residential. Whilst many of the buildings have been converted to flats the character remains that of substantial detached, semi-detached or terraced housing, tighter and more urban to the south, more open and suburban to the north. Only at the north end of London Road is there a more ‘high street’ character with a predominance of ground floor shops.


Architecture, Detail and Materials


St John’s Church is a prominent landmark. Between here and London Road both sides of Pevensey Road are lined with stucco villas, mostly paired, three storeys over basement and with two-storey canted bays, broadly similar but with variation in detail. As the buildings are set back, with gaps between, the roofscape, generally of shallow-pitched slate, is significant, with bracketed eaves, raised party walls and chimneystacks with pots. Sandstone boundary walls predominate and the greenery of front gardens is important to the suburban character, although some trees have been allowed to grow to such a size that they begin to obscure the buildings.


The character of Pevensey Road is different either side of Upper Maze Hill, reflecting the period of development. Thus the eastern arm is characterised by stucco villas of the 1860s to 80s, whilst west of Upper Maze Hill the layout of Pevensey Road becomes more generous in scale and the architecture more varied. The buildings generally date from the 1890s up to 1914, a very fertile period for English domestic architecture. Red brick is the predominant material, with red clay tile roofs and black and white timber framing used in a decorative manner. The styles are eclectic but the influence of the Queen Anne Revival is marked, notably at the large block, Highland Gardens towards the western end. Everywhere there is a generosity of scale, both in the buildings and in their garden settings. Greenery is always present. Even the more urban form of Highland Gardens is softened by greenery and a suitably large plot. The style of architecture relies for much of its effect on detail, architectural embellishments and the contrast of red brickwork and white painted timber joinery. Roofs and the general roofscape is exceptional, broken into varied pitched and forms and with prominent chimneystacks with arrays of chimney pots. This is amongst the best townscape of its kind. The variety continues in Boscobel Road, with architecture that is often distinguished, both in the highly original houses with flamboyant shaped gables and the more conventional tile-hung houses. Further down the hill the rock-faced sandstone of the Highlands Hotel and associated housing has a Scottish Baronial character.


In Kenilworth, Stockleigh, Carisbrooke and Rothsay Roads there is at first glance a uniformity of architectural design but on closer examination there is much variety and subtlety, for example the Gothic detailing of Nos.1-9 Carisbrooke Road and symmetrical composition of Nos.18-55 Kenilworth Road where some houses are stepped forward and taller, with lower ranges between with dormer windows.


The lower part of Kenilworth Road on the west side was developed later, in the 1890s, with paired red brick houses with a rhythm of gables and the entrance bays set back. Apart from St Leonards Lodge the west side of the upper section of Kenilworth Road remained undeveloped until the second half of the twentieth century. Here the development is of its time. The boundary wall holds the pavement edge, which is important, though the development would have been less intrusive and preserved better the open character had it been further set back.


Upper Maze Hill has some of the largest detached houses set in generous plots of the area and here it is the lush vegetation as much as the buildings that is important. Albany Road continues the varied Victorian and Edwardian house character of Pevensey Road and the point where it branches off, whilst Caple Gardens is a small 1920s in fill of Neo-Tudor style houses.


North of Brittany Road, whilst the housing is still mostly semi-detached, there is a greater variety of form and design reflecting the period when these houses were built, together with the use of a variety of details such as black and white timber gables, painted timber porches and tile hanging. 


Towards the top of the hill Markwick Terrace stands in a commanding position overlooking gardens, a scale of development otherwise unusual in the area but capitalising on the enviable location. It is a scale of development only otherwise found on the seafront and was clearly intended for wealthy occupiers. It is unfortunate that the eastern end was never completed and was subsequently developed with houses of circa 1900 and later, not unattractive in themselves but completely out of scale and character with the formality of the grand terrace.


London Road south of Gensing Gardens is characterised by stucco Italianate terraces and semi-detached pairs, with stucco mouldings. No.66 London Road, which dates from circa 1870, combines red brick to the upper parts with stucco below. The residential properties are set back behind gardens or front areas and have boundary walls sometimes in sandstone and sometimes in stucco with gate piers and sometimes decorative balustrades, though many of these have been lost. North of Brittany Road brick is the main walling materials and sometimes clay tiles are used for roofing rather than slate. The architectural character is much more varied, reflecting the later 19th century period when this area was developed. At the north end Nos.231-249 is a particularly fine example of an urban terrace of circa 1900.


Public Realm


Granite kerbs and York stone paving survive extensively and are a valuable asset to the Victorian character and a character of quality. This is especially the case in Pevensey Road and the streets running south, where a remarkable amount of York stone paving remains, a major visual asset for the area.


Listed Buildings


Despite the very high quality buildings and townscape of the area there are few listed buildings, reflecting that this area was developed in the later 19th century. St John’s Church, Pevensey Road/Upper Maze Hill (1881 by Arthur Blomfield and1950-54 by Goodhart-Rendel) is listed Grade II*. The Highland Hotel and mews, Boscobel Road (1874) and Markwick Terrace (1840s) are listed Grade II.


Buildings of Townscape merit.


Albany Road 


Nos.1-19 and 23-25(odd). Generously spaced late Victorian red brick paired villas of fairly plain design with canted bays windows, gabled dormers and set back painted timber porches.


No. 2. A substantial late Victorian house set in a large plot well back from the road and visible from Pevensey Road. Red brick with painted stone dressings. Asymmetrical in plan and elevation, with an entrance tower with viewing room and balcony beneath a steep hipped roof.


No.8. An Edwardian house with ‘black and white’ timber framing, screened by a sandstone wall.


Nos.12-16 and 18-26(even). A variety of detached Edwardian houses, No.12 brick and tile hung, No.14 painted stucco with a big shaped gable, No.16 red brick and tile hanging with a ‘black and white’ gable, Nos.18-24 more substantial Home Counties vernacular revival style with much tile hanging and No.26 with a distinctive round-arched gable with a pair of windows with a heavy mannered blocked surround.


Nos.30-32. Built as one substantial house, Domestic Revival style with prominent ribbed chimney stacks.


No.65. Home Counties vernacular style with tile hanging and painted timber verandas.


Angelsea Terrace


Nos. 1-10(consec) and Angelsea Mansions


1880s stucco terrace. Nos.1-10 arrange as a broadly symmetrical group with the centre and outer houses taller and framing groups of three houses with cornice and parapet and dormer windows (a number enlarged and damaging the overall coherence of the group)


Brittany Road


No.4. A detached house of around 1900 with distinctive mansard-shaped dormers.


Nos.6-8(even) a pair of detached villas of circa 1900. Red brick and black & white timber framing to the gable of No.8. Distinctive mansard or gambrel-shaped gable to No.8, picked up in the large double dormer on No.6. Gives a northern European feel. Prominent tiled roofs, dormers and chimneystacks.


Nos.3-11(odd). Varied detached Edwardian houses, No.9 with banded columns to the first floor windows supporting a large panel with intricate relief decoration.


No.10. Late Victorian house of eclectic design with banded tile hanging and ‘black & white’ half-timber effect. Distinctive glazing pattern with a slight Mackintosh appearance.


Nos.14-16(odd) circa 1870, a semi-detached pair, yellow brick with red brick dressings. Four-square and symmetrical.


Nos.23-25 and 31-33(odd). Late Victorian large semi-detached red brick houses.


Boscobel Road


Nos.11-13(consec) 1894 by Philip Tree. Three architecturally distinguished detached houses dominated by excessively tall stepped gables giving a Scottish or even a Dutch air.


Nos.23-25(consec) circa 1900, Home Counties vernacular with tile-hung walls in bands of plain and scalloped tiles. Contrasting white painted joinery. Steeply-pitched tiled roofs.


Nos.26-27 a pair of architecturally distinguished houses of around 1894 by Philip Tree with shaped-gable fronts. Red brick with good brick detailing, blind arches over windows and hanging round arches in the gable of No.28.


Nos.28-29 circa 1900. Vernacular revival with brick, tile hanging and render and contrasting white-painted joinery.


No.38. Narrow Edwardian house of brick, tile hanging and a half-timbered gable.


Caple Gardens


Nos.2-8(even). Irregular 1920s Neo-Tudor style ‘black and white’ houses.


Carisbrooke Road


Nos.1-17. circa 1880s. Three-storey over basement stucco terrace stepping up the hill, giving consistent profile of bays and roofscape of raised party walls, chimneys and pots. Nos.1-9 distinguished with Gothic detailing.


Nos.19-30 circa 1880s. Three and four storey stucco terrace with rhythm of canted bays. Arranged compositionally with alternating groups of taller blocks with longer lower ranges between with gabled dormer windows.


Nos.31-32 and 36-38. circa 1880s stucco terrace similar to others lower down.


Nos.41-56. circa 1880s. Three-storey over basement stucco terrace stepping up the hill, giving consistent profile of bays and roofscape of raised party walls, chimneys and pots. Heavy bracketed porches in pairs. Low stucco walls to steps and front areas.


Charles Road


Gensing Manor, Gordon Mansions, Phyllis Court and two houses further south. Large detached stucco blocks of the 1880s-90s, with bay windows, slate roofs and stuccoed chimneystacks.


Nos.1-9(consec) circa 1880s stucco terrace stepping up the hill, three storeys over basement, with canted bay windows for the principal floors. No.9 has an extra storey.


Nos.5-9(consec) more elaborately treated, with dentil eaves cornice, pediments over the first floor windows and heavy balustraded boundary walls.


Nos.10-16(consec) two blocks of two flanking a block of three houses of circa 1890. Red brick used as the main walling material. Distinctive decorative treatment to the parapets over the first floor windows, grouping of round-arched top floor windows with continuous impost band linking them and heavy bracketed eaves. The roof of Nos.12-14 has been disfigured by overlarge dormers.


Nos.19-28(consec) circa 1880s stucco terrace overlooking Gensing Gardens and arranged in a composition of 1-3-2-3-1, the middle and outer houses being one storey taller. Prominent roofscape of shallow arched dormer windows and broad chimneystacks with rows of pots.


Clyde Road


Nos.1-7 and 11-15(consec). Circa 1880s stucco terrace, three storeys over basement, with canted bay windows rising to first floor. These combine with gabled corbelled out porches, decorative treatment between the floors of the bays and bracketed eaves to create a busy but disciplined decorative overlay to the façades.


Cumberland Gardens


Nos. 1-2 and 3-4. Two pairs of ‘Queen Anne’ seaside houses of circa 1900. Red brick and pebble-dash with white painted joinery, including a full-width veranda with balcony above. Steep slate roofs with dormers and tall chimney stacks.


Nos.5-6. circa 1900, in the same spirit as the houses opposite but with more elaborate design with decorative plasterwork.


Dane Road


Southside circa 1880s large stucco Italianate block standing prominently at the crest of the hill, the main front, with a pedimented gable, facing southwest.


No.29 circa 1890s. Red brick with cement dressings. Standing alone and prominently facing south. Broad tripartite windows, the windows of the third storey break through the eaves. The house is the backdrop to a large south facing garden with low stone wall.


Nos.2-3 circa 1870s. Red brick Italianate. Tall with very prominent chimneystacks and pots.


Nos.4-5 circa 1880s. A more conventional stucco design of a type familiar from elsewhere in the area.


Nos.6-7 circa 1880s. A more florid Italianate design with turrets, balustrades and finials.


Nos.9-16(consec) circa 1890s. Paired red brick villas with open timber porches and polychromatic designs over some windows, probably by the same designed as Nos.85-87 Pevensey Road. Prominent Gothic gate piers.


Kennilworth Road


Nos.1-17a(consec). Circa 1880s. A varied group stepping forward down the street with two storey canted bays except at the south end. Strong line of bracketed cornice.


Nos.18-55(consec) circa 1880s, composed as a single symmetrical composition with some houses stepped forward and rising an extra storey with lower ranges between, set back with narrow dormers. Nos.48-55 have continuous first floor balconies; Nos.30-47 have alternating segmental and triangular pediments; Nos.18-29 with decorative parapet detail over entrances and bays and round-arched upper windows to the pavilions.


Nos.86-97(consec) circa 1890s red brick. A rhythm of gabled fronts with set back entrance bays either side.


No.98 Church Hall circa 1900s. A charming diminutive arts & crafts Gothic design with depressed ogee arches, the hoodmoulds drawn up to finials which pierce the gable. A Mackintosh or art nouveau touch to the open bellcote. Possibly listable.


London Road


Nos.50-56(even), Nos.72-80(even). 1870s, stucco symmetrical pairs with canted bay windows stopping short of the top floor. Roofs with bracketed eaves.


Nos.58-64(even). Double-fronted 1870s two-storey stucco villas set well back from the road in large gardens.


No.66. Large house of around 1870, on the corner of Clyde Road. Stucco and red brick. Bracketed eaves and mansard.


No.82. Small single-storey lodge of about 1880 in Gensing Gardens. Red brick with yellow brick dressings. Steep tiled roof and prominent central chimney stack.


Nos.84-98(even). Terrace of around 1880 composed of four symmetrical pairs, with canted bay windows stopping short of the top storey, bracketed eaves and entrances set back at the side.


Nos.102-116(even). Large detached and semi-detached late Victorian houses of varied design set above the level of the road, well back and in large gardens. Sandstone retaining wall to London Road.


Nos.91-109(odd). Paired two-storey over basement stucco villas of the 1870s with canted bay windows, bracketed eaves and dormer windows.


Nos.111.147(odd). Paired three-storey over basement stucco villas of the 1870s with canted bay windows, bracketed eaves.


Nos.138-142(even). Late Victorian red brick Jacobean style corner building with oriel windows and a profusion of shaped gables and chimney stacks.


Nos.165-169(odd). Group of three Vernacular Revival style houses designed as a single symmetrical block. ‘Black & white’ timber framing in the centre banded plain and fish scale tiles to either side. First floor windows with elaborate glazing patter of Venetian window type,


Nos.171-173(odd). Symmetrical pair of late Victorian stucco houses with a broad steep gable across the façade.


Nos.177-179(odd). Architecturally distinguished Edwardian Free Style block, red brick and roughcast, with large mullioned and transomed windows and various moulded details.


Nos.185-207(odd). Late Victorian pairs and groups of three, possibly by the same builder as similar houses on Dane Road and Pevensey Road. Red brick with chequer work panels over windows. The tops of the gabled bays treated as timber-frame with render infill panels. Painted openwork timber porches. The higher numbers have canted bays and broad ‘black & white’ gables. No.207 has Jacobean style shaped gables.


Nos.221-223. An architecturally distinguished and relatively unaltered Edwardian terrace with a parade of shops to the ground floor. Broad first floor windows, the centre section brought forward under a pediment. Mansard roof and big gabled dormers. Corner to Woodland Vale Road with striking ribbed chimney stack.


Pevensey Road


Nos.1-39, 47-61(odd), 4-28 and 32-36(even) circa 1880s stucco villas, a good ensemble, mostly three storey over basement, symmetrical with canted bays to all but the top floor. Hipped slate roofs with prominent chimneystacks. A number have decorative ironwork e.g. Nos.14-28. Nos.47-61 have alternating triangular and segmental pediments.


No.2. 1884 by W.H & J.D. Murray. A good Norman Shaw-style vernacular revival house, possibly listable. Three tile-hung gables, large mullioned and transomed windows, including a large staircase window.


Nos.38-40(even) circa 1870s, a large symmetrical pair set well back from the road in tapering plots. Red brick with stone dressings, Gothic detailing. Roofline with bracketed eaves and gables with decorative barge boards. Stone boundary wall to the road.


No.44 circa 1900s. Asymmetrical, red brick with a high level corner feature of black & white timber framing.


Nos.46-54(even) circa 1890s a prominently sited composed group on a curved section of Pevensey Road, set back from the curve of the street and dominating this part of Pevensey Road. Red brick and tile hanging with copious amounts of black & white timber framing. Steep tiled roofs broken by gables and dormers and with numerous brick chimneystacks with clay pots.


Highland Gardens (now including Helena Court) on south side at west end of Pevensey Road. 


Illustration from The Building News July 8th 1887


1887 by Philip Tree. A splendid Queen Anne Revival style block potentially worthy of statutory listing. Monumental scale reminiscent of late Victorian mansion blocks in London but built as six houses. Red brick with white painted joinery, including modillion eaves cornice. Dramatic tiled roofscape of gables, dormers and chimneystacks with decorative relief work and many pots.


Nos.63-69(odd) Two pairs of large stucco Italianate villas with prominent towers, set in large irregular plots with established gardens 


No.111 circa 1900 Queen Anne revival with shaped gable across the façade.  Windows of early 18th century type.


Nos.71-87(odd) circa 1890s Red brick with slate roofs (much replaced). Nos.71-77 are treated symmetrically as a pair and have distinctive painted timber verandas. 


Nos.81-83(odd) a bold asymmetrical pair with polychrome panels between the ground and first floor windows. 


Nos.85-87(odd), a four-square block relieved by varied treatment of the full height bays, decorative detailing to eaves and around the upper windows. Large openwork timber porches (cf 9-16 Dane Road)


Rothsay Road


Nos.1-4 circa 1880s three storey over basement stucco terrace with canted bays distinguished by pierced decorative parapets and round-arched central upper windows.


Stockleigh Road


Nos.10-27(consec), Nos.1-3 and 8-9(consec). Circa 1880s stucco semi-detached villas stepping down the hill. Canted bays and bold porches on corbels. Many chimneystacks have been lost. Stucco boundary walls and walls to front steps.


No.28 Built as a Meeting Room around 1880. Small chapel-like building with pedimented gable. Stucco, with rustication and pediment on brackets over the central entrance.


Upper Maze Hill 


No.3. 1850s. Large Burton-style Italianate villa in sandstone, with a tower. Possibly by Decimus Burton and, if so, listable.


No.4-11(consec) excluding 10a. A collection of Italianate villas of the 1860s, detached or semi detached. A mixture of red brick and stucco or all stucco. Round-arched windows and bracketed eaves.


Nos.13-21(consec). A collection of villas of the 1860s or varied design. 13-14, red brick and stone dressings with Gothic parapet detailing; 17 Italianate and quite heavy, with a recessed entrance bay with a columned porch linking the projecting wings; 19 Italianate, similar to 7 & 8 on the other side; 21 in ‘black and white’ cottage ornee style.


No.24. Pair of 1860s Italianate houses with decorative ironwork and tented canopies to first floor balconies. Unsympathetic extensions above the originally single-storey ends.


Conclusion and overview


What is remarkable about St Leonards is that so much of the Burtons’ original planned development and the buildings they designed, still survive today. The pace of later 19th Century development is reflected in high quality streets of stucco and red brick suburban housing. The urban area as it had grown by 1914 remains largely intact and provides an urban townscape of quality and variety, much enhanced by being set upon a hilly terrain overlooking the sea. The East Sussex coast offers a number of high quality seaside towns and the delight is that each one is unique to its locality, shaped by the specific circumstances of the location and of the circumstances that influenced the way the town developed. St Leonards on Sea is not Eastbourne or Brighton but the quality of its townscape is just as unique and memorable and offers an immensely strong sense of place.


Pressure and Issues


The main issue throughout the St Leonards on Sea conservation area is the incremental erosion of period detailing, especially windows and doors. There are many UPVC windows, flat and characterless. Loss of architectural features, the substitution of new materials for roofs and rainwater goods and lack of routine maintenance is endemic. Much of this can be reversed by sound and consistent planning policies which, over time, will encourage and inform owners. In the longer term a well maintained and protected historic environment will add value to private investment. Forty years ago the fine Regency development of Brighton and Hove was neglected and uncared for, whilst the same buildings today are amongst the most valuable real estate on the south coast. The same can be true of St Leonards on Sea and is already evident in the core area of Burton’s new town.


The loss of retail uses can adversely affect the character of shopping streets. Much has been achieved in improving King’s Road and it is important that this acts as a catalyst for further improvements which enhance the unique period character of the area to engender confidence in further investment and to build on the strong image and character of this unique street.


The most pressing issue along the seafront and in Warrior Square is to ensure buildings are maintained in good repair and that the all-important architectural details and timber fenestration are retained and, in may cases, reinstated to create the impression of a quality cared for environment. Commercial uses on the seafront, or indeed in Warrior Square, are not visually beneficial to the character and quality of the streets and are better bolstering the commercial area inland.


When alterations to individual properties are proposed they rarely take into account the fact that most houses form a part of a terrace or semi-detached pairs or even part of a street of houses designed, not in isolation but as part of a coherent whole. Individual incremental changes cause anarchy and undermine the quality and character of the fine townscape of St Leonards on Sea. Over time the townscape looks scruffy and uncared for. The quality at St Leonards on Sea is high and if it is well cared for will stimulate investment and regeneration.


Pebble-dashing of walls and inappropriately scaled roof extensions are more difficult to reverse but there are relatively few instances where this is seriously damaging. Nos.32-35 Eversfield Place have a particularly visually discordant roof extension, as do Nos.12-14 Charles Road, to quote two examples. On a lesser scale Nos. 44-50 Carisbrooke Road show a mix of good and bad roof dormers in a terrace where the topography makes the roofscape particularly prominent.


Front gardens and areas were originally enclosed by consistent runs of walls or railings. The continuity of these has generally been lost but can be retrieved. In some areas, such as Stockleigh Road, additional modern railings have been inserted apparently without any consideration to the visual impact which is highly damaging.


21st century life brings with it a vast array of paraphernalia of satellite dishes, aerials, security devices, advertising etc., the effect of which can be minimised by careful consideration of the visual impact and a bit of creative thinking. Nos.18-29 Kenilworth Road has a particularly discordant rash of satellite dishes.


In the historic artisan area of Burton’s new town (sub zone C of Character zone 1) the quality of the townscape generally relies on simple repeated forms and quality detailing rather than elaboration with architectural detail. A comparison of Nos.10-16 Alfred Street with Nos.14-23 North Street shows how the character can so easily be eroded by poor quality and ill considered change.


Maintenance of gardens and front areas can also be crucial to a quality cared-for environment. Nos.6-7 Dane Road shows how the character of the street can be brought down by simple lack of maintenance.


Appendix 1 – Proposed boundary changes

The ten existing conservation areas that cover the older part of St Leonards on Sea are contiguous and have grown up over a 25-year period. There now seems little logic to the individual area boundaries, often drawn down the middle or one side of roads, and it is more appropriate to amalgamate these into a single conservation area that essentially covers the high quality development of the town up to 1914. This effectively covers the seafront from Grosvenor Gardens to Hastings Pier and in land roughly following the ridge of high ground around the bowl in which St Leonards is sited.


Three small areas , Ocean House, London Road; Western Road south of Terrace Road, South Street and Cross Street; Terrace Road


Three small islands within the existing designated areas remain outside the conservation areas. Whilst the reason for this is obvious, they do not contain buildings or development of historic character, indeed in the case of Ocean House contain a building of alien character, these areas are so small as to make their omission illogical. PPG 15 recognises that ‘many conservation areas include gap sites, or buildings that make no positive contribution to, or indeed detract from, the character or appearance of the area’ (paragraph 4.17). Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings & Conservation Areas) Act requires that in the exercise of all powers under the Planning Acts consideration must be given to the impact of a proposed development on a conservation area whether or not the site is itself within a conservation area. Because of the small size of these omitted areas it is inevitable that any development within them will impact on the adjacent conservation area and it therefore much more logical that they should be included within the conservation area.


Nos.34, 36 and 38 Boscobel Road


No.38 is an Edwardian building of some character. In order to manage and protect the character of Boscobel Road it is appropriate to include all of both sides of the road rather than omitting this short stretch as is currently the case.


Albany Road Nos.7-25(odd) and Nos.8-32(even) and Caple Gardens


The quality of the late Victorian and Edwardian houses on Albany Road is good and forms a seamless progression from the character of Pevensey Road to the south. 24 of the 27 buildings are identified as Buildings of Townscape Merit.


Nos.91-249(odd) and Nos.84-142(even) London Road, Hatherley Road, Alexandra Road (south of Hatherley Road), Stainsby Street, Nos.1-23(odd) and The Southwater Southwater Road, Nos.3-11(odd) and Nos.2-4(even) Brittany Road

Currently the west side of London Road is within the conservation area as far north as Angelsea Terrace but the corresponding east side is excluded north of the railway, despite having good Victorian Italianate terraces and distinctive Edwardian houses. In considering the character of the area it would be much more appropriate to include both sides of the street within the conservation area. The junction with Tower Road provides a more logical break than Anglesea Terrace, providing a clear break on both sides. Nos. 221-223 is a particularly prominent and architecturally distinctive terrace which would then be included within the conservation area. The last short stretch of Brittany Road linking it to London Road contains some good Edwardian buildings and should be included within the designated area.


Hatherley Street and the short streets south form a natural enclosure to Warrior Square railway station which sits in a dip and has good views up the three streets  which intersect with Hatherley Road.


Almost all of the buildings within this proposed extended area are identified as Buildings of Townscape Merit.


Nos.1-3 and 7-19(odd) Chapel Park Road, Nos.41-54(consec) Church Road, Nos.1-4 St Paul’s Place, Nos.6-8 (consec) and Norfolk House, Ellenslea Road

This boundary amendment aims to take in prominent buildings on the high ground. A more radical proposal would be to extend the boundary to include all of the development pre-1914 up to the ridge of Bohemia Road and St Peter’s Church which is prominent in many views. However, despite some good townscape and quality buildings there are gaps and it is felt that such a radical enlargement should be the subject of separate consideration.


All the buildings identified for inclusion are Buildings of Townscape merit except No.8 Ellenslea Road, a much altered Victorian building, a garage further down the street and Norfolk House, a Post War block of flats. These three buildings are included as it would be illogical to exclude them.


Nos.1-3 Chapel Park Road and Nos.6-7 Ellenslea Road are particularly prominently sited and overlook and are visible from the area around Warrior Square station. Nos.7-19 Chapel Park Road are good quality Victorian buildings in the setting of the listed Baptist Chapel already within the conservation area.


Nos.41-54 Church Road is a particularly grand stone terrace close to the crest of the hill and the buildings in St Paul’s Place opposite are of the same period.
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